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ABSTRACT

TLULI, REEM, B.A.I., Masters : June : 2024, Masters of Science in Computing

Title: A Deep Reinforcement Learning-Enabled Dynamic Redeployment System for

Mobile Ambulances in Qatar

Supervisor of Thesis: Dr. Saeed Mousa Ahmed Salem.

Efficient allocation of ambulances is crucial for Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

to respond promptly and deliver life-saving care on time. The challenge lies in the

ambulance redeployment problem, which aims to devise optimal deployment strategies

to minimize response times and maximize coverage in a given area.

Traditional approaches to ambulance allocation problem rely on heuristics and

predefined rules, often struggling to adapt to the dynamic nature of emergencies. In

response, this thesis proposes a dynamic ambulance redeployment system to reduce

ambulance response time, thus increasing the chances of saving lives.

When an ambulance becomes available, the system recognizes it and intelligently

reallocates it to the appropriate ambulance station, including ambulances that have come

via patient transfers. By doing this, ambulance stations become more equipped to handle

crises in the future. It is necessary to take into account several dynamic factors at each

station concurrently due to the complexity of this operation. It is almost hard to control

these elements with manual rules. We propose combining and prioritizing the dynamic

factors of each station into a single score by means of a DNN, which we term the

deep score network, in order to overcome this complexity. Through the utilization of

DNN, we propose a Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) framework that efficiently

trains the deep scoring network. Our dynamic ambulance redeployment algorithm is

presented here for real-world applications based on this learning. Similarly, we apply the
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proposed framework on dynamic Charlie vehicle redeployment. Experimental results

on real-world data from Qatar EMS show that our method clearly outperforms the state-

of-the-art baseline methods. For example, for dynamic ambulance redeployment, the

average response time of patients can be reduced by ⇠ 100 seconds (20%) with our

proposed method, and the percentage of patients picked up within 10 minutes can be

improved from 64.8% to 79.8%. As for the dynamic redeployment of Charlie vehicles,

the average response time of critical patients can be reduced by ⇠ 125 seconds (13.33%)

with our proposed method, and the percentage of critical patients treated within 10

minutes can be improved by approximately 11.08%.This improvement leads into more

effective rescue operations for people in danger.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

It can be the difference between life and death to provide medical attention

as soon as possible in the event of an accident or other life-threatening emergencies.

Ambulances and ambulance staff are among the most significant providers of care in such

situations. These are the individuals who respond to emergency situations, administer

essential acute care, and transfer patients to a hospital for further treatment. After a call,

an ambulance should typically reach the location in 15 minutes [1]. This target should be

met in at least 95% of cases involving so-called A1 calls, which include life-threatening

conditions. Figure 1 depicts a dose-response curve illustrating the relationship between

emergency response time (X-axis, in minutes) and the odds of mortality (Y-axis, on the

natural log scale). The curve was generated using locally weighted kernel smoothing,

allowing for a visually smoothed representation of trends. The curve’s shape provides

insights into how the odds of mortality change with varying response times, highlighting

critical points or trends in the relationship. It serves as a visual tool to analyze the impact

of response time on mortality rates. It shows that as the response time extends beyond

the initial 5 minutes, there’s an escalation in the probability of mortality.

Rapid response and efficient ambulance deployment are critical factors in saving

lives during medical emergencies [2]. The ability to accurately predict where ambu-

lances should be stationed can significantly reduce response times, ensuring timely

medical assistance for individuals in need. However, determining optimal ambulance

locations is a complex problem that involves numerous variables, such as population

density, traffic patterns, geographical features, and historical incident data.
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Figure 1.1. Smoother mortality odds by EMS [3]

1.1. Problem Significance

The significance of this project extends beyond mere technological innovation;

it holds the potential to revolutionize emergency response services in Qatar. With a

population of approximately 2.9 million inhabitants [4], Qatar faces the critical challenge

of ensuring timely and efficient healthcare delivery to its residents and visitors. Primary

Healthcare Corporation (PHC) and Hamad Medical Corporation (HMC) stand as the

pillars of public healthcare in Qatar, continually evolving to meet the increasing demands

of the population.

One indispensable component of Qatar’s healthcare ecosystem is the HMC Am-

bulance Service (HMCAS), established in 1985 [5], which plays a pivotal role in provid-

ing lifesaving care through a spectrum of emergency and non-emergency pre-hospital

services. Despite the commendable efforts of HMCAS, there remains a pressing need

to further optimize emergency response mechanisms, particularly in the realm of ambu-
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lance redeployment.

The average response time of HMC Ambulance Service to emergency calls,

though faster than the targets set by Qatar’s National Health Strategy in 2011, still

presents room for improvement. In 2018 alone, HMCAS responded to approximately

115,000 priority one calls, achieving an average response time of approximately 13

minutes within the capital, Doha and 15.2 minutes in rural areas [6]. While these

response times are commendable, even minor reductions could translate into significant

enhancements in patient outcomes, especially in critical situations where every second

counts.

By leveraging Machine Learning (ML) algorithms to optimize ambulance place-

ments, this project aims to refine response times further, ensuring swifter medical

assistance to those in need. The deployment of advanced algorithms holds the promise

of more efficient resource allocation, leading to reductions in mortality rates and en-

hancements in overall emergency preparedness.

Moreover, the implementation of such innovative solutions aligns perfectly with

Qatar’s commitment to advanced healthcare solutions and its vision for a modern and

responsive healthcare system. By embracing cutting-edge technologies and methodolo-

gies, Qatar can solidify its position as a leader in healthcare innovation, setting new

standards for EMS not only within the region but on a global scale.

The significance of this thesis transcends its immediate scope, offering a pathway

towards a future where emergency response services in Qatar are not just effective

but exemplary. Through the synergy of technology, data, and healthcare expertise,

improvement in response time will make a tangible difference in the lives of Qatar’s

residents and visitors, safeguarding their well-being and prosperity for generations to
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come.

1.2. How the EMS System Works

The sequence of the steps that the EMS system follows once a request is made is

illustrated in Figure 1.2:

1. An incident occurs, prompting a call to the EMS for assistance.

2. A dispatcher assesses the incident’s priority level.

3. The nearest ambulance that is available is sent by the dispatcher to the scene of

the event.

4. When the ambulance gets there, it either treats the patient there or transports them

to a hospital.

(a) If the patient requires further treatment, the ambulance transports them to

the nearest hospital.

5. After completing the patient’s treatment and hospital delivery, the ambulance is

redeployed to a selected spoke station for its next assignment.

4



Figure 1.2. An outline of the EMS system’s process. It is assumed that every
occurrence results in hospitalization.

Throughout the thesis, several definitions will be used extensively. Therefore, to

improve the readability of the thesis, we provide a list of definitions used in the EMS

system:

1. Dispatch Time (DT ) is the amount of time that passes between receiving a call

and dispatching an ambulance.

2. Spoke Station refers to a specific facility within the EMS network where ambu-

lances are stationed or dispatched from. Each spoke station is identified by its

index, j.

3. Patient A patient refers to a specific patient requesting an EMS. Each patient is

identified by a unique index p.

4. Travel Time (tjp) is the time it takes to travel from spoke station j to patient

location p.

5. Response Time (RT ) is, as stated in Equation 1.1, the amount of time that passes

between when EMS gets a call and when an ambulance arrives at the patient’s

location.
5



RT = DT + tjp (1.1)

6. Hospital Transit Time (tph) is the amount of time needed to get a patient from

the scene of the incident to the hospital.

7. Handover Delay (th) is the delay that occurs when transferring a patient from the

ambulance to the hospital staff and paperwork, etc.

8. Pre-Dispatch Time (PT ) is the duration between when an ambulance becomes

available and reaches the spoke station it is redeployed to.

9. On Scene Time (tp) is the duration an ambulance spends at the incident location.

10. Number of picked-up patients within a given time (PU ) To calculate the total

number of patients picked up within a time threshold, ⌧ , we used the following

approach: LetPU be the total number of patients picked up within a time threshold

by all ambulances.

PU =
PX

p=1

Pickupp

Pickupp =

8
>>><

>>>:

1, if RT + tp + thp  ⌧

0, otherwise

(1.2)

where Pickupp is an indicator binary variable that equals 1 if any ambulance

picks up patient (p) within ⌧ threshold. The indicator binary variable is 1 if the

sum of the response time (RT ), time at scene (tp) and travel time from patient to

hospital (thp) is within the threshold ⌧ , and it is 0 otherwise.
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11. Dispatching is the responsibility of deciding which ambulance to send to an

incident.

12. Redeployment is the process of reallocating or reassigning available ambulances

from one location to a spoke station.

1.3. The Fleet of HMCAS in Qatar

HMC in Qatar operates a cutting-edge ambulance service, featuring a fleet of

state-of-the-art vehicles and helicopters, headquartered in Doha. These vehicles are

manned by skilled paramedics and emergency care doctors who provide critical first aid

to accident victims and individuals facing medical emergencies before swiftly transport-

ing them to the appropriate emergency department [7].

The ambulance fleet is designed for efficient navigation through traffic, ensur-

ing quick access to emergency cases, and is environmentally friendly, contributing to

optimized emergency response times. The vehicles boast advanced interiors, equipped

with modern technologies, adequate lighting, and smart air-conditioning systems that

aid infection control, ensuring a high standard of care for patients.

In recent years, HMC has upgraded its ambulance service, introducing a new

fleet, expanding the LifeFlight Service. These strategic steps have significantly enhanced

the service’s ability to reach patients promptly, regardless of their location.

The HMCAS comprises several specialized units, each serving a unique purpose:

• Standard Ambulance Unit: Ambulance for emergency transport, staffed by two

ambulance paramedics.

• Charlie Unit: 4x4 response vehicle with one Critical Care Paramedic (CCP) and

one ambulance paramedic, responsible for advanced medical interventions.
7



• Delta Unit: 4x4 response vehicle with one distribution supervisor, tasked with

scene management and operational supervision during emergencies.

• LifeFlight: Helicopter service for rapid transit from emergency scenes to HMC

hospitals, equipped with advanced life support medical equipment and staffed by

two medical crew and two pilots.

Additionally, the HMC ambulance service includes specialized vehicles for major

incidents:

• Major Incident Response Vehicles: Equipped with rapidly deployable containers

for medical, decontamination, and logistics support during major incidents.

• Medical Vehicle: Contains resources for creating temporary field treatment areas,

staffed by specially trained crews to treat and stabilize patients before transferring

them to HMC’s Emergency Departments.

• Decontamination Vehicle: Enables clinical teams to support other emergency

response agencies in hazardous material incidents, aiding decontamination efforts

for multiple casualties.

• Logistics Vehicle: Stationed at Hamad International Airport, ready for major air-

craft or ground emergencies, providing support and surge capacity for emergency

departments.

These vehicles and units are crucial elements in HMC’s efforts to provide efficient

and effective emergency medical services, ensuring timely and high-quality care for

patients across Qatar. In this paper we focus on the dynamic redeployment of standard

ambulance and Charlie units/vehicles.
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1.4. Problems With the Current EMS System

This section identifies key shortcomings in the current EMS framework, includ-

ing static dispatching methodologies that fail to adapt to dynamic environments and the

complex challenges of ambulance redeployment.

1.4.1. Ambulance Dispatching

Existing ambulance dispatching techniques employ a static approach in a dy-

namic setting. Numerous current approaches adhere to strict guidelines; allocating

ambulances exclusively based on the Euclidean distance connecting the site of the oc-

currence and the available ambulances [8]. This simplistic approach fails to account for

the city’s road network or traffic conditions, potentially leading to suboptimal dispatch

decisions. Despite the strong correlation between Euclidean distance and road network

distance, outliers exist, as illustrated in the scatter plot in Figure 1.3 [9].

Figure 1.3. Euclidean distance versus road network distance in a scatter plot [9]
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The distinction between road network distance and Euclidean distance is seen in

Figure 1.4. It draws attention to situations in which the Euclidean distance is less than

the real road distance, highlighting the drawbacks of using Euclidean distance alone to

determine dispatching [10].

Figure 1.4. There is a difference between the road network distance and the Euclidean
distance, as can be seen from the comparison. The Euclidean distance is obviously less
than the road network distance [10]

Usually, incidents are handled first-in-first-out (FIFO) from the incident queue.

But this strategy might not always be the best one, particularly when taking incident

priority into account. Higher-priority incidents further down the list may need to

be attended to immediately, which would cause lower-priority occurrences to receive

shorter response times.

EMS regulations mandate the dispatch of an ambulance once an incident occurs,

even if a closer ambulance is soon to become available. This practice can lead to sub-
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optimal response times, as a closer but momentarily unavailable ambulance could have

responded faster than the currently dispatched one [11].

Furthermore, ambulances may be lured away from places where they ought to

have been placed strategically if the closest ambulance is dispatched without proper

consideration to the scene of the occurrence. The frequent deployment of ambulances

to one location of concern may cause delays in responding to other regions that may be

high-risk [12].

1.4.2. Ambulance Redeployment Problem

Swift and effective ambulance redeployment are crucial in preserving lives during

medical emergencies [2]. Precisely forecasting the strategic positioning of ambulances

holds the potential to notably decrease response times, thereby guaranteeing prompt

medical aid for individuals facing critical situations. Yet, the difficulty lies in identifying

the most suitable spoke stations for ambulances, a multifaceted undertaking influenced

by various factors such as population density, traffic flow, geographical characteristics,

and historical incident data [13].

The ambulance redeployment problem stands as a crucial challenge within EMS

optimization. Its primary objective is to ascertain the most effective placement of

ambulances within a geographical area at specific spoke stations, aiming to minimize

response times and ultimately enhance patient outcomes. This problem involves intricate

spatial, temporal, and resource allocation considerations. It demands a delicate balance

between factors such as coverage, demand dynamics, and operational constraints.

Tackling the ambulance redeployment problem holds immense significance in

the realm of emergency response systems. By addressing this challenge, it becomes
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possible to significantly enhance the efficiency of these systems, ensuring timely and

effective medical assistance for individuals in need [14]. The optimization of ambu-

lance redeployment not only saves crucial time in emergencies but also contributes

significantly to improving overall healthcare outcomes within communities.
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1.4.3. Other Challenges in the EMS system

In addition to the challenges discussed earlier, there are several other critical

issues affecting the current EMS system:

• Incident Over-labeling: Because of the unpredictability of the call, incidents are

frequently classified as acute, which causes an overlabeling of episodes in this

category. This can result in inefficient resource allocation and potentially delayed

response times for truly urgent incidents [15].

• Lack of Consensus on Standards: There is no consensus on standards for

assessing the accuracy of EMS dispatching, making it difficult to compare different

EMS systems and evaluate the effectiveness of new dispatching strategies [16].

• Limited Resource Optimization: The current EMS system often relies on static

approaches to resource allocation, which may not be optimal for dynamic envi-

ronments. More flexible and adaptive approaches are needed to optimize resource

allocation [17].

• Lack of Integration with Advanced Technologies: Many EMS systems lag

behind in adopting advanced technologies such as real-time data analytics and

machine learning, which could significantly improve efficiency and patient care

[18].

Addressing these issues is crucial for improving the overall efficiency and effec-

tiveness of EMS systems, ultimately leading to better patient outcomes.
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1.5. Methodology

The research plan was structured into several work packages (WPs) outlined as

follows:

WP1: Conducting a literature survey on EMS, focusing on the Ambulance

Redeployment Problem and the application of ML in EMS.

WP2: Developing a comprehensive mathematical model for the Ambulance

Redeployment Problem, aimed at deriving a clear model to facilitate the formulation of

an optimization framework.

WP3: Designing Deep Reinforcement Learning policy gradient algorithms for

the dynamic redeployment of ambulances and Charlie vehicles.

WP4: Implementing the proposed redeployment method based on the developed

algorithms.

WP5: Conducting data preprocessing and analysis on real-world data collected

from HMCAS to prepare the dataset for modeling and evaluation.

WP6: Conducting comparative experiments and analysis between the proposed

techniques and state-of-the-art baseline methods.

WP7: Writing up the thesis and preparing publications based on the research

findings.

1.6. Thesis Objectives and Contributions

This thesis aims to address the challenges in ambulance and Charlie vehicle rede-

ployment by proposing a novel approach that leverages deep learning and RL techniques.

The primary objectives of this research are:

14



1. Developing a Deep Score Network: In order to combine all of a station’s and

regions dynamic factors into a single score, the thesis suggests using a DNN known

as the deep scoring network. The efficient trade-offs between many parameters

made possible by this network will result in more effective judgments on the

redeployment of ambulances and Charlie vehicles.

2. Applying Reinforcement Learning: To learn the deep score network, the re-

search employs a DRL framework that is based on a policy gradient method.

With this method, the network may learn dynamically and flexibly, progressively

increasing its performance.

3. Evaluating the Proposed Method: The thesis aims to evaluate the proposed

dynamic ambulance redeployment method using real-world datasets. The evalua-

tion will compare the performance of the proposed method against state-of-the-art

baseline methods, demonstrating its effectiveness and efficiency.

4. Testing Robustness: In-depth testing will also be done as part of the thesis to

see how well the proposed approach holds up under various scenarios, such as

shifting traffic patterns and varying EMS system settings. This will guarantee that

the approach can be used successfully in a variety of real-world scenarios.

The contributions of this thesis are:

1. Novel Methodology: The proposed approach combines deep learning and RL

techniques in a novel way to address the complex problem of ambulance and

Charlie redeployment. This methodology has the potential to significantly improve

the efficiency and effectiveness of EMS.
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2. Practical Applications: The research findings are expected to have practical

applications in real-world EMS systems, leading to more timely and effective

responses to emergency calls. This could ultimately lead to improved patient

outcomes and reduced mortality rates.

3. Contribution to the Literature: The thesis contributes to the existing literature

on ambulance redeployment by introducing a new methodology and demonstrating

its effectiveness through rigorous evaluation and testing. This could serve as a

valuable reference for future research in this area.
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1.7. Thesis Outline

This thesis is structured into several chapters, each building upon the previous

one to provide a comprehensive analysis and solution to the ambulance redeployment

problem. The chapters are as follows:

Chapter 2 offers a thorough analysis of the literature on ambulance redeploy-

ment, including a range of topics including RL-based methods. It also discusses forecast-

ing methods, RL, RL terminology, and multi-agent RL. This chapter sets the foundation

for the research by summarizing the current state of the art and identifying gaps in

existing approaches.

Chapter 3 focuses on the datasets used in the research and the analysis of the

data. The chapter includes an in-depth analysis of the incident data, highlighting key

metrics such as response time, incidents per location, and incidents over time. This

research aids in comprehending the difficulties associated with redeployment and offers

insightful information about the characteristics of ambulance requests. It also delves

into the simulation aspects of the research, discussing both real-world EMS records

and synthetic simulation. The chapter outlines the baseline simulation environment

parameters, providing a detailed overview of the simulation setup used in the study.

Chapter 4 presents the dynamic redeployment method and the deep scoring

network. It provides an explanation of the ambulance redeployment issue statement and

shows how the deep score network combines all of a station’s dynamic elements into

a single score. The chapter also covers the dynamic redeployment technique and the

RL framework that was used to train the deep-scoring network. The foundation for the

research approach is laid forth in this chapter.
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Chapter 5 presents the evaluation metrics used to assess the proposed redeploy-

ment method. It discusses the effectiveness and time efficiency of the method, as well

as the convergence of training. The chapter also analyzes the necessity of considering

all factors and the influence of patient amount. Additionally, it evaluates the robustness

of the proposed redeployment method to various factors such as traffic conditions, the

number of ambulances, and human factors.

Chapter 6 discusses the dynamic redeployment of Charlie Vehicles in EMS,

which are specialized 4x4 response vehicles. Unlike standard ambulances, Charlie vehi-

cles are deployed dynamically to regions with anticipated high demand for critical care.

The chapter explores the challenges and opportunities in managing Charlie Vehicles,

and shows how the deep score network combines all of a region’s dynamic elements

into a single score. The chapter also covers the dynamic redeployment technique and

the RL framework that was used to train the deep-scoring network.

Chapter 7 presents the evaluation metrics used to assess the proposed redeploy-

ment of Charlie vehicle method. It discusses the effectiveness of the method, as well as

the convergence of training. The chapter also analyzes the necessity of considering all

factors and the influence of patient amount.

Chapter 8 concludes the thesis by summarizing the key findings and contribu-

tions of the research. It also suggests future directions for research, including further

exploration of RL, simulation, data analysis, and other optimization techniques.

For improve the readability of the thesis, we give a summary of abbreviations in

Table 1.1
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Table 1.1. Abbreviations and Full Names

Abbreviation Full Name

ADP Approximate Dynamic Programming

AveRT Average Response Time

CAD Computer-Aided Dispatch

CCP Critical Care Paramedic

DMEXCLP Dynamic Maximum Expected Covering Location Problem

DNN Deep Neural Network

DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning

EMT Emergency Medical Technicians

EMS Emergency Medical Services

EMXCLP Maximum Expected Covering Location Problem

ERTM Expected Response Time Model

FIFO First-In-First-Out

GA Genetic Algorithm

HMC Hamad Medical Corporation

HMCAS Hamad Medical Corporation Ambulance Services

LSTM Long short-term memory

LS Least Ambulances

MCLP Maximal Covering Location Problem

MAPE Mean Absolute Percentage Error

MAQR Multi-agent Q-network with Experience Replay

Continued on next page
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Abbreviation Full Name

MDP Markov Decision Process

MEXCLP Maximum Expected Covering Location Problem

MIP Mixed Integer Programming

ML Machine Learning

MLP Multi-layer perceptron

MSE Mean Squared Error

NN Neural Network

NS Nearest Station

OF Objective Function

PHC Primary Healthcare Corporation

PT Pre-Dispatch Time

PU Pick Up

RA Random Allocation

RelaRT Relative Response Time

RF Random Forest

RL Reinforcement Learning

RPMP Reliability P-Median Problem

SMDP Semi Markov Decision Process

SimPy Simulation in Python

WGAN Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Neural Network
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

The primary areas of EMS research can be categorized into Ambulance dis-

patching (Section 2.1), EMS forecasting (Section 2.2) and Ambulance Redeployment

(Section 2.3) as outlined in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. A brief overview of the studies covered in this chapter

Current reviews of the ambulance dispatching issue and EMS research are given

in detail by Bélanger et al. [19], Neira et al. [20], and Mukhopadhyay et al. [21]. This

chapter also discusses the background for RL.

Online and batch learning are distinguished in machine learning. Training a

model on a given dataset in batches and then deploying the trained model is known as

batch learning. After being deployed, the model is not retrained or adjusted to consider

fresh data that was gathered during deployment. Online learning, on the other hand,

uses the model’s previous predictions to continuously train it during deployment.
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2.1. Ambulance Dispatching

Complex decision-making is involved in dispatching ambulances, and the liter-

ature has examined a number of algorithmic and Reinforcement Learning (RL) tech-

niques. Considering the large search space of all the scenarios of assigning m ambu-

lances to n zones, the problem presents challenges for algorithmic methods like linear

programming [22], mixed integer programming [23], and tabu-search [24].

However, RL provides advantages when it comes to managing dynamic and

stochastic situations and adjusting to changing conditions. To optimize response time

and coverage in ambulance dispatching scenarios, RL approaches generally use a Markov

Decision Process (MDP) model, including versions like Q-learning and Approximate

Dynamic Programming (ADP).

In one study, Bandara et al. examined how incident priority can improve patient

survivability in EMS dispatching. Equation 2.1 illustrates how they used a survival

function S(tR) to predict the chance of survival.

S(tR) = max [(0.594� 0.055⇥ tR) ; 0] (2.1)

, where tR denotes the response time [25]

The study looked at 2x2 zones and used commercial optimization software and

thorough enumeration to determine the optimum course of action. The study made

the assumptions that response times are independent of priority, that ambulances only

dispatch from base stations, and that there is a constant arrival rate that follows a Poisson

distribution.

The optimum course of action is mostly dependent on balancing demand among
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zones, according to the results. It is always best to send the closest ambulance when

demand is balanced. Nonetheless, in cases of imbalance, the nearest ambulance is sent

to acute occurrences, though not always to urgent ones. An ambulance’s availability for

urgent incidents and the shortest distance are balanced in the ideal policy. The closest

ambulance in a zone with less demand responds to urgent occurrences from any zone,

which lengthens the average response time but improves patient survival.

For simple scenarios, this optimal policy makes sense, but for realistic circum-

stances with more granularity, it becomes more difficult and computationally demanding.

A heuristic was created to simulate the best course of action in scenarios with greater

granularity in order to address this. This approach, however, is deterministic and ignores

the fact that Poisson rates vary between zones.

In order to allocate military medical evacuation helicopters, Keneally et al.

used MDP while taking Euclidean distance and incident priority into account [26].

Their research demonstrated the advantages of overreacting when there are significant

classification errors, focusing on the effects of patient priority classification errors on

dispatching policies.

For effective ambulance dispatching, Liu et al. created the Multi-agent Q-

network with Experience Replay (MAQR). Their RL-based approach beat heuristic

algorithms like location-based and time-based allocation, and each ambulance was

represented as an agent [27].

For responder dispatch, Mukhopadhyay et al. combined incident prediction and

dispatch models with a parametric survival model and a Semi Markov Decision Process

(SMDP) [28]. Their strategy, which included ambulance response time models and

online incident prediction, demonstrated encouraging reductions in response times.
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Together, these studies highlight the potential for optimizing ambulance dispatch-

ing using algorithmic and RL-based approaches, with RL methods providing flexibility

and adaptation in dynamic contexts.

2.2. EMS Forecasting

Forecasting involves predicting both spatial and temporal aspects, which be-

comes complex, particularly with high granularity. In the EMS context, high temporal

granularity refers to intervals of one hour.

Using the same dataset, Hermansen [29] and Van De Weijer and Owren [30]

concentrated on prediction in their earlier master’s theses.

Hermansen investigated split and complete strategies. Whereas the split ap-

proach models the overall volume and spatial distribution separately, the whole ap-

proach predicts each place directly. Using online learning as opposed to batch learning,

they experimented with Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and Long Short-Term Memory

(LSTM) models. In the individual assessments of volume and spatial distribution, the

split technique outperformed it; nevertheless, in the combined evaluation, the whole

strategy had a marginal advantage.

Call volume was found to be influenced by weather [31], with models that did

not include weather data exhibiting superior performance in volume evaluation. The

best model for combined evaluation, however, included weather data, suggesting that

time-dependent aspects of models that did not explicitly include weather data might

reflect weather variability.

Using a split strategy similar to Hermansen’s, Van De Weijer and Owren used

MLP in conjunction with a variety of time series decomposition approaches to estimate
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total incident volume over time. They used a genetic algorithm (GA) to forecast volume

by optimizing the weights of a Poisson neural network.

For spatial prediction, they used GA for spatial location aggregation and a pre-

trained Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Neural Network (WGAN). While the volume

forecast was successful, the spatial prediction models faced challenges, with the GA-

aggregated MLP slightly outperforming the historical average. Adding covariates and

spatial aggregation improved spatial predictions but decreased precision. The study also

revealed a consistent number of people requiring ambulances per location over time.

Mannering [32] concentrated on highway accidents, noting the temporal insta-

bility of model parameters due to driver behavior. Driver behavior, influenced by factors

like age, risk-taking tendencies, and macroeconomic conditions, is temporally unstable,

necessitating online learning for optimal parameter adaptation over time. Urban dynam-

ics, such as traffic and population shifts, underscore the importance of online learning

in adapting to evolving environments.

2.3. Ambulance Redeployment

Schjolberg and Bekkevold [33] proposed using GA and other evolutionary meth-

ods for ambulance redeployment optimization, departing from the traditional approach

of Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) due to its higher time complexity. Their study

focused on both daytime and nighttime redeployment strategies, which were static and

independent of the time dimension. Using a Discrete Event Simulation model in Java,

built upon the work of McCormack and Coates [34], they evaluated the effectiveness of

these redeployment strategies.

Clustering algorithms were used to accomplish population-proportionate rede-
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ployment, which allowed for customization based on the population surrounding base

stations. The strategy fared better than others in a one-year lengthy simulation, accord-

ing to the results. The authors questioned if population-proportionate redeployment

is always the best option or if this superiority was the result of overfitting by the GA

approach. The optimized redeployments performed better in the short term (less than

three months), suggesting that although improved ambulance redeployment works well

at first, it needs to be updated on a regular basis to continue working well.

The effects of changing the quantity of ambulances used for optimization and

simulation were also examined in the study. Results indicated that fewer ambulances

might be dispatched to Akershus and Oslo without appreciably raising the average

response time. The scientists did, however, issue a warning, stating that consideration

should be given to the non-linear relationship between reaction time and survivability

(the likelihood of patient survival). They contended that if Oslo University Hospital

(OUH) offered a survival function, redeployments may be further streamlined.

Survival functions are crucial for modeling the probability of patient survival

based on response time, particularly in critical incidents like cardiac arrest. These

functions, as described in the literature, are influenced by factors such as incident type,

patient age and health, and the availability of medical care in ambulances. Examples of

such survival functions are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

A recent study addresses the challenge of dynamic redeployment of ambulances

to minimize the expected fraction of late arrivals [36]. In dynamic ambulance reposi-

tioning, decisions on how to redeploy vehicles need to be made in real time, considering

the status of all other vehicles and ongoing accidents. This problem is particularly

challenging in urban areas, and traditional solution methods become intractable as the
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Figure 2.2. A comparison of cardiac arrest survival functions [35]

number of vehicles increases. Therefore, the study aimed to develop a scalable algorithm

that performs well in practice.

The proposed approach is a polynomial-time heuristic, a method that makes

quick, practical decisions without requiring extensive assumptions on the region or

detailed state information. Unlike other solution methods that become impractical with

a large number of vehicles, the heuristic is designed to be scalable and efficient for

real-time decision-making.

To evaluate the performance of the heuristic, the study uses a simulation model

of EMS operations. The performance of the proposed heuristic is compared to static

solutions, including a classical scenario where an idle vehicle is always sent to its

predefined base location. The results show that the heuristic outperforms the optimal

static solution for a tractable problem instance. Additionally, a realistic urban case study

demonstrates a 16.8% relative improvement in performance compared to a benchmark

static solution.
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The study concludes that the proposed algorithm fulfills the need for real-time,

simple redeployment policies that significantly outperform static policies in terms of

minimizing late arrivals of ambulances. The use of a polynomial-time heuristic allows

for efficient decision-making without sacrificing performance, making it a practical

solution for dynamic ambulance repositioning in urban areas.

The Maximum Coverage Location Problem (MCLP), introduced by Church and

Revelle in 1974 [37], aims to maximize the weighted coverage of demand locations

by at least one ambulance. The model uses binary variables to represent whether an

ambulance is placed at a specific base location and whether a demand location is covered

by at least one ambulance. The binary variable xj indicates whether an ambulance is

placed at base location j, with values of 0 (no ambulance) or 1 (ambulance present).

Similarly, the binary variable yi1 represents whether demand location i is covered by at

least one ambulance, also taking values of 0 (not covered) or 1 (covered).

The objective function of the MCLP is to maximize the sum of the weighted

coverage of demand locations by at least one ambulance, as shown in Equation (2.2):

max
X

i2I

diyi1 (2.2)

This objective function calculates the total weighted coverage achieved by the

ambulance deployment, where di represents the weight assigned to demand location i,

indicating its importance.

Constraints (2.3) ensure that if demand location i is covered by at least one

ambulance (yi1 = 1), then there is at least one ambulance located at a base location j

that covers i:
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X

j2Ji

xj � yi1 8i 2 I (2.3)

where Ji denotes the set of base locations that cover demand location i.

Equation (2.4) limits the total number of ambulances that can be placed at the

base locations to p, ensuring a constraint on the total number of ambulances deployed:

X

j2J

xj = p (2.4)

Constraints (2.5) and (2.6) specify that the variables xj and yi1 can only take

binary values (0 or 1) indicating whether an ambulance is placed at base location j and

whether demand location i is covered by at least one ambulance, respectively:

xj 2 {0, 1}, 8j 2 J (2.5)

yi1 2 {0, 1}, 8i 2 I (2.6)

The MCLP can be used to determine optimal base locations and the number of

bases needed for coverage at varying levels. However, it assumes that ambulances are

always available, which may not be the case in practice. This assumption can impact

the model’s practical feasibility, as the coverage indicated by the model may not be

guaranteed in real-world scenarios.

Random Allocation (RA) is a basic method for ambulance redeployment where

ambulances are randomly assigned to available stations without considering any specific

criteria or optimization strategies. This approach relies solely on chance for station
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selection, making it a naive redeployment method.

The Nearest Station (NS) method is a straightforward approach to ambulance

redeployment, where ambulances are reassigned to the nearest station when they be-

come available. This method prioritizes minimizing travel time to incidents by placing

ambulances in close proximity to their likely destinations.

On the other hand, the Least Ambulances (LS) method focuses on redistributing

available ambulances to stations with the fewest number of ambulances currently de-

ployed. The goal of this approach is to achieve a more even distribution of ambulances,

ensuring better coverage and response capabilities across different geographical areas.

By deploying ambulances to stations with fewer resources, the LS method aims to

address potential imbalances in ambulance availability. This can help improve response

times in areas that are currently underserved or have higher demand for emergency

medical services.

Similar to the Reliability P-median Problem (RPMP) for facility location dif-

ficulties proposed by Snyder and Daskin (2005), the Expected Response Time Model

(ERTM) seeks to minimize the expected response time for all demand locations [38].

Even in the event that every ambulance is full, the ERTM nevertheless presumes that

every emergency call is handled.

For each demand location di, the ERTM uses binary variables zdijk to find the

nearest ambulance, the second nearest ambulance, and so on. When an ambulance at

base j is the kth-nearest ambulance for demand location di, these variables are set to

1. It is possible to compute the predicted response time for each demand location using

these data.

The probability that demand location di is served by the nearest ambulance is
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1 � q, where q is the probability that di is served by the second nearest ambulance,

and so on. The probability that di is served by the farthest or pth-nearest ambulance is

calculated differently to ensure that the probabilities sum up to one.

The ERTM then minimizes the weighted expected response time using the fol-

lowing objective function:

min
X

j2J

X

di2DI

p�1X

k=1

dditji(1� q)qk�1zdijk +
X

j2J

X

di2I

dditjdiq
p�1zdijp (2.7)

subject to the following constraints:

X

j2J

zdijk = 1, 8di 2 DI, k 2 {1, . . . , p} (2.8)

xj �
pX

k=1

zdijk 8di 2 DI, 8j 2 J (2.9)

X

j2J

xj  p (2.10)

xj 2 N 8j 2 J (2.11)

zdijk 2 {0, 1} 8di 2 DI, 8j 2 J, k 2 {1, . . . , p} (2.12)

In these equations (Equations 2.7,2.8,2.9,2.10,2.11,2.12), dditdij represents the

travel time from base j to demand location di, qk is the probability that di is served by
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the kth-nearest ambulance, and xj is a binary variable indicating whether base j is open.

Among the earliest models to consider the busy fraction q of ambulances is

Daskin’s (1983) MEXCLP [39]. The model takes into account the likelihood that an

ambulance will be available within the goal response time r, and maximizes the weighted

predicted coverage of all demand locations. Whether at least k ambulances can cover

demand location i 2 I is indicated by the binary variable yik. The likelihood that one of

the ambulances is available is calculated in the objective function. The overall weighted

projected coverage is shown here.

max
X

i2I

pX

k=1

di(1� q)k�1yik (2.13)

subject to,

X

j2Ji

xj �
pX

k=1

yik, 8i 2 I (2.14)

X

j2J

xj  p, (2.15)

xj 2 N, 8j 2 J (2.16)

yik 2 {0, 1}, 8i 2 I, k 2 {1, . . . , p} (2.17)

Jagtenberg introduced an algorithm [40], in addition to the static MEXCLP, that

addresses the dynamic ambulance relocation problem. When an ambulance becomes

idle after serving an accident, the DMEXCLP algorithm is activated to determine its next

base location. For each potential base location, the algorithm calculates the improvement

in coverage that would result from dispatching an ambulance there. The destination

chosen is the one that maximizes total coverage. Unlike simply sending an ambulance
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to a base location with the fewest ambulances, which may not always lead to better

coverage, the DMEXCLP algorithm considers this factor along with others, making it

highly effective for dynamic ambulance relocation scenarios. For the specific details of

the DMEXCLP algorithm, refer to Appendix B, Algorithm 4.

2.4. Reinforcement Learning

By simulating intelligent agents that interact with their surroundings in order to

maximize a cumulative reward, RL is a machine learning paradigm that sets itself apart

from both supervised and unsupervised learning [41].

In RL, an environment is defined by its states, possible actions, and rewards.

When the environment is in a state s, taking an action a leads to a transition to a new

state s0 and an associated reward r. The objective is to select actions over time t to

maximize the total reward for an episode, which is a sequence of states and actions until

a terminal state is reached or a maximum number of iterations is reached (Figure. 2.3).

In non-deterministic environments, the transition from state s to s0 given action a occurs

with a probability P (s0|s, a).

Figure 2.3. The setup of reinforcement learning [42]

The Markov property, which asserts that future states solely depend on the

current state and not on previous states, is assumed by most RL theories to apply to
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environments. A policy ⇡, which can be based on a state-value function V (s) that

represents the desirability of being in a state s (following policy ⇡), serves as the basis

for actions. This policy is learned over time. Starting from that state, the state-value

function determines the predicted future rewards, which are then discounted by a factor

� across subsequent time steps t. Equation 2.18 defines the state-value function for an

infinite time horizon.

V ⇡(st=0) = E

" 1X

t=0

�t · rt

#
(2.18)

Alternatively, a policy can be represented by an action-value function, often

denoted as Q-values in Q-learning, which estimates the expected future rewards when

action a is taken in state s, as in Equation 2.19.

Q⇡(s, a) = E

" 1X

t=0

�t · rt|s, a
#

(2.19)

In environments with small state spaces, policies can be represented as dictio-

naries mapping states and actions to values. For larger state spaces, policies can be

implemented as Deep Neural Network (DNN), taking states as inputs and outputting

expected future reward distributions (Q-values) among possible actions.

2.4.1. Deep Reinforcement Learning

In DRL, the core idea is to leverage DNN to approximate complex functions that

are involved in the RL process. This is particularly useful for handling high-dimensional

state spaces, which are prevalent in real-world applications.

One of the key components in RL is the Q-function (or action-value function),

which determines the expected return for taking an action in a given state and following
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a specific policy thereafter. In DRL, the Q-function is represented by a DNN. The

network takes the state as input and outputs the Q-values for each possible action.

Mathematically, the Q-function can be represented as:

Q(s, a; ✓) (2.20)

where s represents the state of the environment, describing its current situation

or configuration as perceived by the agent. a denotes the action taken by the agent in

response to the state s, representing the decision made to influence the environment. ✓

represents the parameters of the neural network used to approximate the policy or value

function in reinforcement learning.

The goal of training the Q-network is to minimize the following loss function:

L(✓) = E
h
(Q(s, a; ✓)� (r + �max

a0
Q(s0, a0; ✓�))2

i
(2.21)

where: r represents the reward received after taking action a in state s, indicating

the immediate feedback from the environment. s0 denotes the next state, representing the

state that the agent transitions to after taking action a in state s. � is the discount factor

that determines the importance of future rewards, with values closer to 1 indicating a

greater emphasis on long-term rewards. ✓� represents the parameters of a target network

used to stabilize training by providing a more stable estimation of the value function or

policy.

Similarly, in policy-based methods, the policy function is represented by a DNN.

The network takes the state as input and outputs a probability distribution over actions.

The policy is trained using techniques such as stochastic gradient ascent to maximize
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the expected cumulative reward.

2.4.2. Policy Gradient

In RL, policy gradient methods are a class of algorithms that optimize the policy

function directly without requiring the value function to be estimated explicitly. Policy

gradient approaches update the policy parameters in a way that maximizes the expected

return, as opposed to changing the Q-values.

The gradient of the expected return with regard to the policy parameters is used

to compute the policy gradient. The policy settings are updated using this gradient in

a way that maximizes the probability of choosing actions that result in larger rewards.

DNN are frequently combined with policy gradient techniques to learn intricate policies

in high-dimensional domains.

The policy gradient is a way to update the policy parameters ✓ in the direction

that increases the expected return J(✓). It is given by the gradient of the expected return

with respect to the policy parameters:

r✓J(✓) = E⌧ [r✓ log ⇡✓(⌧)R(⌧)] (2.22)

The gradient of the expected return with respect to the policy parameters ✓,

denoted as r✓J(✓), signifies the direction in which the policy parameters should be

adjusted to improve the expected return.

A trajectory, represented by ⌧ , is a sequence of states and actions sampled from

the policy. It captures the path taken by an agent in the environment.

The probability of a trajectory ⌧ under a policy ⇡ with parameters ✓, denoted as

⇡✓(⌧), indicates the likelihood of observing the trajectory given the policy.
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The return of a trajectory ⌧ , denoted as R(⌧), is the sum of rewards obtained by

the agent along that trajectory. It is a measure of the cumulative reward achieved by

following a specific policy.

The policy parameters are updated in the direction that increases the expected

return by taking a step proportional to the policy gradient:

✓t+1 = ✓t + ↵r✓J(✓) (2.23)

The policy parameters at time step t, denoted as ✓t, represent the set of parameters

that define the policy at a specific point in time. These parameters are updated iteratively

to improve the policy.

The learning rate, denoted as ↵, is a hyperparameter that controls the size of the

update to the policy parameters. It determines how quickly or slowly the policy adapts

to new information.

By iteratively updating the policy parameters using the policy gradient, the policy

converges towards an optimal policy that maximizes the expected return. DNN are often

used to represent the policy function in high-dimensional state spaces, allowing policy

gradient methods to learn complex policies.

2.4.3. Multi-agent Reinforcement Learning

Multiple spoke stations are integral to the ambulance redeployment problem,

presenting a cooperative multi-agent RL scenario. Here, each agent strives to maximize

its reward through collaboration. In contrast, other multi-agent RL scenarios may feature

agents in competitive settings.

In competitive scenarios, agents’ rewards conflict with each other, leading to
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the development of complex policies reminiscent of Game Theory. Conversely, in

cooperative setups, rewards are shared among agents, fostering coordination to maximize

the system-wide reward.

The collaborative nature of EMS planning offers various planning perspectives.

One approach involves formulating a policy for each spoke station, allowing them to

act independently based on local observations—referred to as decentralized planning.

Alternatively, centralized planning considers all spoke stations and current incidents,

with a single policy making decisions based on system-wide observations to redeploy

an available ambulance. This thesis focuses on implementing such a centralized policy.
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CHAPTER 3: DATASET AND SIMULATION

3.1. Dataset

We evaluate the performance of our dynamic ambulance redeployment strategy

using real-world data. The data from Qatar’s EMS system, comprises road networks,

hospitals, ambulance spoke stations, and records of EMS requests.

EMS Patient Request Records: These records show when patients place 999 calls

in Qatar, which are comparable to 911 calls in the United States. Every patient record has

a timestamp, latitude, and longitude that identify the patient’s location. From January 1

to February 21, 2022, 51 days’ worth of EMS request record data were gathered, totaling

45,619 records. An estimated 1205 EMS requests are received per day on average, or

around 55 requests every hour.

Ambulance Hubs: Qatar has 7 ambulance hubs with specified geographical

locations, including latitudes and longitudes.

Ambulance Spoke Stations: Qatar has 60 ambulance spoke stations, each with

geographical coordinates, including latitudes and longitudes.

Hospitals: Patients are transported to 52 hospitals in Qatar by ambulance. The

geographic locations of these hospitals are also available to us.

Road Networks: The road network data contains details on Qatari roadways, such

as road vertices that are latitude and longitude coordinated.

3.1.1. Data Analysis

This section offers an analysis of the EMS request records dataset, organized into

sections that examine various aspects of the dataset.
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3.1.1.1. Response Time

The response time is a critical metric in EMS as it directly impacts patient

outcomes. In this section, we analyze how response time is affected by the time of day.

The graph in Figure 3.1 shows the average response times throughout the day.

By analyzing this graph, we can identify patterns and trends in response times based on

the time of day. We can observe longer response times during peak traffic hours and

shorter response times during off-peak hours.

Figure 3.1. Average Response Time Vs Time of Day

Table 3.1 provide valuable insights into the distribution and characteristics of

ambulance response times in the dataset. The average response time is approximately

699.97 seconds, indicating the typical duration for an ambulance to reach a call location.

The standard deviation of 675.35 suggests a considerable variability around the mean,

highlighting the range of response times experienced. The minimum response time

recorded is 22.80 seconds, indicating the fastest response observed, while the maximum
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response time is 7198.80 seconds, representing the longest response time in the dataset.

The quartile analysis reveals that 25% of response times are less than or equal to

372.00 seconds (25th percentile), 50% are less than or equal to 511.80 seconds (50th

percentile or median), and 75% are less than or equal to 750.00 seconds (75th percentile),

showcasing the distribution of response times across different percentiles.

Statistic Value

Mean 699.97

Standard Deviation 675.35

Minimum 22.80

25th Percentile 372.00

50th Percentile (Median) 511.80

75th Percentile 750.00

Maximum 7198.80

Table 3.1. Summary Statistics of Response Time

3.1.1.2. Patient Requests Per Location

Table 3.2 below lists the top 10 locations in Qatar, with the highest number

of incidents recorded. These locations are identified by their latitude and longitude

coordinates, and the number of incidents recorded at each location is also provided for

a random day.

The location with coordinates (25.267457, 51.609393) recorded the highest

number of incidents, with a total of 487 incidents. This suggests that this particular

area in Doha experiences a higher frequency of incidents compared to other locations.
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Location Lat Location Long Incident Count

25.267457 51.609393 487

25.259036 51.614914 259

25.169158 51.399248 165

25.275943 51.528389 143

25.169889 51.398485 118

25.216073 51.530133 79

25.306712 51.499702 76

25.261972 51.613531 69

25.254509 51.534917 37

25.263201 51.543926 35

Table 3.2. Top 10 Locations with the Highest Number of Incidents

Locations such as (25.259036, 51.614914) and (25.169158, 51.399248) also reported

relatively high numbers of incidents, with 259 and 165 incidents respectively.

The concentration of incidents in these specific areas could be attributed to

various factors, including population density, traffic patterns, and the presence of com-

mercial or residential areas. Understanding these spatial patterns can help emergency

services allocate resources more effectively and implement targeted interventions to

reduce the incidence of emergencies in these areas.

3.1.1.3. Patient Requests Over Time

Figure 3.2 shows the number of incidents per hour of a random day. The plot

illustrates the variation in incident frequency throughout the day, providing insights into
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the temporal patterns of incidents.

The highest number of incidents occurred as shown in Figure 3.2 during the

evening hours, particularly at 5 PM, 6 PM, 7 PM, and 8 PM, with over 1300 incidents

recorded during these hours. This observation suggests a potential correlation between

time of day and incident occurrence.

With 902 events reported overall, the first day of February in 2022 was the

date with the most incidents. Numerous reasons, including events, the surrounding

environment, or other external factors impacting incidence rates, could be responsible

for this large number of incidents. For emergency services, operational planning and

resource allocation can be greatly impacted by an understanding of these trends.

Figure 3.2. Incidents Per Hour

3.2. Simulation

Simulation plays a vital role in evaluating our proposed ambulance and Charlie

vehicle redeployment method, enabling us to assess its performance under various
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scenarios. By providing a controlled environment, simulation allows us to test and

optimize ambulance redeployment strategies, offering insights that can guide real-world

implementation. We begin by generating patient requests based on real-world EMS

records, which are then used to train and test our deep score network and RL algorithms.

Additionally, we utilize simulation with synthetic incidents through the OpenAI Gym

and SimPy libraries to further evaluate our method’s performance in a controlled setting.

This section provides a detailed overview of our simulation setup.

We assess our ambulance and Charlie vehicle redeployment method’s efficacy

using simulations, which is a typical practice in the area [43]–[46]. In addition to

ambulance and Charlie vehicle redeployment, simulation is frequently employed in

various real-world scenarios involving decision-making, including express services [47],

taxi sharing [48], [49], and more. Our simulation’s patient requests are all based on

actual EMS request records from Qatar, complete with timestamps and locations.

3.2.1. Synthetic Simulation

To facilitate the development and evaluation of the RL framework, we utilize

“Gym”, the OpenAI Gym, a standardized environment structure and Python library

designed for the development and testing of RL algorithms. Additionally, our model

incorporates “SimPy”, a Python Discrete Event Simulation library, to manage the sim-

ulation processes efficiently. This comprehensive framework allows us to study and

optimize ambulance and Charlie vehicle redeployment strategies in a controlled, simu-

lated environment, providing valuable insights for real-world implementation.

The controlled behavior of the items within the simulation environment is made

possible by its reduction of the real-world issue. It is explained in more detail in this
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section.

3.2.1.1. Model Overview

– Events take place in certain regions of a finite-dimensional world. Throughout

the day, the occurrences’ geographic pattern could shift.

– Ambulances are deployed from designated spoke station in the event of an incident;

the nearest free ambulance is used. On the other hand, Charlie vehicles are

deployed from designated regions in the event of a critical incident; the nearest

Charlie vehicle is used.

– A patient is picked up by an ambulance and taken to the nearest hospital.

– The agent (hub) then uses the suggested redeployment method to move the am-

bulance to a spoke station. After arriving at that spoke station, the ambulance is

ready to be utilized for future emergencies.

– In the case of Charlie vehicle redeployment, the agent (hub) uses the suggested

redeployment method to move the Charlie vehicle to a region. After arriving at

that region, the Charlie vehicle is ready to be utilized for future emergencies.

3.2.1.2. Simulation Environment Initiation

For the duration of an agent’s training and testing, the simulation environment is

only launched once. The following are set up when the simulation environment object

starts up:

– Maximum x and y coordinates in the world coordinate system have been reached.
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– Incidents occur within predefined areas in a fixed-dimensional world, and their

geographic distribution fluctuates during the day.

3.2.1.3. Baseline Simulation Environment Parameters

The following features were included in the configuration of the simulation

environment:

– Size of the world is 40 km2.

– One hospital is located at the centre of the world.

– Ambulances and Charlie vehicles, on average, each respond to eight incidents per

day each (a low utilization is used so that call-to-response time is mostly dependent

on placement of ambulances/Charlie vehicles, rather than any queuing).

– Ambulances must arrive at a spoke station before being available for incidents.

On the other hand, Charlie vehicles must arrive at a region before being available

for critical incidents.

– Ambulances and Charlie vehicles travel in straight lines at 80 kph.

– There are 10 spokes stations and regions spaced evenly across the 40 km2 world.

– Incidents occur with a random jitter of ±2 km in x and y around incident location

centre.
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CHAPTER 4: DEEP SCORE NETWORK AND DYNAMIC AMBULANCE

REDEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM

4.1. Problem Definition

Every year, emerging illnesses and catastrophes including heart attacks, cerebral

hemorrhages, and traffic accidents put millions of lives in danger in cities across the

globe [50]–[52]. For instance, every year more than 100,000 inhabitants of Qatar are

impacted by serious illnesses or accidents, necessitating the prompt transportation of

these individuals to medical facilities via ambulance services [53]. By quickly deploying

ambulances to pick up patients and bring them to hospitals, EMS play a vital role in

saving lives. Every second matters for patients in severe condition, and the sooner they

receive medical attention, the better their prognosis. For this reason, an EMS system

must develop solutions to shorten patient response times.

The process of ambulance service involves several steps, as explained in 1.2

and illustrated in 4.1a. The process in Figure 4.1a starts with the patient request

(Step 1). When a patient or someone on behalf of the patient contacts emergency

services, they provide information about the patient’s condition and location. Based on

this information, the dispatcher (at the hub) evaluates the situation and dispatches the

closest available ambulance to the scene. Once dispatched at Step 2, the ambulance

crew, typically consisting of Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs) or paramedics,

arrives at the location. They assess the patient’s condition, provide necessary medical

treatment, and stabilize the patient if needed. The crew then pick up the patient (Step 3)

and transports the patient to the hospital (Step 4), taking into account the severity of the

condition and the nearest appropriate facility for treatment. After delivering the patient,

the ambulance is ready to be redeployed at Step 5. Redeployment involves returning to
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(a) Ambulance Redeployment

(b) Multiple Dynamic Factors

Figure 4.1. Redeployment of ambulances and the various dynamic aspects should be
taken into account



a spoke station and being available for the next call.

Step 5 in Figure 4.1a illustrates how the dynamic redeployment strategy of mobile

ambulances affects patient response times. When an ambulance becomes available, this

approach selects which spoke station it should be redeployed to. For example, ambulance

1 in Figure 4.1b can be redeployed to one of the ambulance spoke stations in the city once

it has taken a patient to a hospital and is now available. Future patient response times

are impacted by the repurposing of existing ambulances. For instance, if three patients

are anticipated to be close to station 1 in the future, redeploying ambulance 1—which is

currently available—to station 1 may enable prompt ambulance dispatching from station

1 to pick up these patients.

Although the response time of patients is also affected by the dispatching of

ambulances (step 2 in Figure 4.1a), in practice, the closest ambulance is typically called

to pick up a patient [36], [54], [55]. This is due to the fact that the greedy dispatching

approach has already attained competitive performance, which makes the development

of an improved dispatching method challenging [56], [57]. We thus concentrate on

researching the redeployment approach.

However, because several factors need to be taken into account and balanced

at the same time, dynamic ambulance redeployment is complex. To be more precise,

each spoke station in Figure 4.1b has the following dynamic factors influencing whether

ambulance 1 should be redeployed to:

1. The arrival rate near this spoke station in the future is a crucial factor. If more

patients are expected to be nearby, redeploying the currently available ambulance

to this spoke station would be more beneficial.

2. The current availability of ambulances at this spoke station is crucial. The fewer
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ambulances available at a given spoke, the more urgent it becomes for the emer-

gency hub to redeploy an ambulance to the spoke.

3. Another crucial factor to consider is the travel time required for the currently

available ambulance to reach this spoke station. If the ambulance is too far away,

redeploying it to this spoke station might not be feasible, as it would spend a

significant amount of time traveling empty.

4. Another factor is the current and future status of other ambulances that are in

service. As an example, ambulances 2 and 4 in Figure 4.1b are currently occu-

pied, but they will become available at a hospital that is closer to station 2 than

ambulance 1. Since ambulances 2 and 4 can be redeployed to station 2 in the near

future, it becomes less required in this scenario to redeploy the current ambulance

to that location.

Therefore, it is a complex optimization problem to choose a spoke station that

achieves a good balance between these four factors, as various factors have varying

preferences for spoke stations. In Figure 4.1b, for instance, factor 1 chooses to redeploy

ambulance 1 to station 1 because it anticipates receiving the greatest number of nearby

requests. Nevertheless, since station 2 is devoid of ambulances, ambulance 1 should be

redeployed there if just factor 2 is taken into account. In a similar vein, station 3 is the

most appropriate station for factor 3 because it is nearest to ambulance 1. The condition

of the occupied ambulances 2–5 (factor 4) should also be taken into account in addition

to these three variables. It is therefore difficult to quantitatively balance every factor.

Choosing an appropriate spoke station becomes more challenging in real-world

EMS systems because there may be several dozen spoke stations and occupied ambu-

lances. Previous techniques of ambulance redeployment typically involved the manual
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construction of indicators to integrate these complex aspects into a single factor [37],

[43], [58]. These indicators, however, only take into account one or a few of these fac-

tors. For example, the most commonly used indicator, which simply takes into account

factors 1 and 2, is the coverage of a spoke station. An available ambulance is then rede-

ployed to the spoke station with the least coverage, based on each spoke station’s current

coverage [43]. Alternatively, certain greedy approaches might immediately reallocate

an available ambulance to the closest spoke station (factor 3), or the spoke station with

the least amount of ambulances (factor 2).

Furthermore, many static redeployment techniques redeploy an ambulance to

its base spoke station straight away, disregarding any dynamic factors specific to each

spoke station [38], [46], [58]. Since these intricate factors are nearly impossible for

handcrafted rules to balance, it is evident that these manually developed indicators are

difficult to optimize for patient response times.

To address this challenge, we introduce a straightforward yet innovative dynamic

ambulance redeployment method. This method effectively balances all the complex

factors mentioned earlier. In this section, we first explore the Deep Score Network, which

consolidates a station’s dynamic factors into a single score (Section 4.3). Subsequently,

we introduce a RL framework designed to train the score network (Section 4.3.1).

Finally, we elaborate on the method for dynamic ambulance redeployment based on the

Deep Score Network (Section 4.4).

The notations used are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Description of Parameters for Dynamic Ambulance Redeployment

Parameters Description
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j Spoke station index

J The number of spoke stations

i Available ambulance index

I The number of available ambulances

z Occupied ambulance index

Z The number of occupied ambulances

p Patient requests

P The number of patient requests

h Hospital

xj Dynamic factors for each spoke station j

�1j, . . . ,�mj The arrival rate of patient requests nearby spoke station j in the future

m period

nj The number of available ambulances i that spoke station j currently has

lj The geographical location of each spoke station j

ej The expected travel time between spoke station j and the current avail-

able ambulance

b1j, . . . , bzj The travel time between spoke station j and each occupied ambulance z

tp Constant time spent at patient location

th Constant time spent at the hospital

thp The travel time to reach hospital h from patient p

thj The travel time to reach spoke station j from hospital h

PTj Pre-dispatch time to reach spoke station j

RTj Response time from spoke station j

DT Constant dispatch time
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PU Total number of patients picked up within threshold ⌧ minutes by all

ambulances from spoke station j

st State of the environment

at Action taken (redeployment order)

rt Reward gained

↵1,↵2,↵3 Weighing factors

4.2. Deep Score Network

Figure 4.2 shows our deep score network. The network is made up of an output

layer, two hidden layers, and inputs. The inputs are represented by xj , which stands

for the current factors of each spoke station j. These dynamic circumstances impact

the decision to redeploy the ambulance that is now available. Each hidden layer has a

customizable number of neurons; for the sake of this study, we set both to 20. A tanh

activation function is applied after each hidden layer, creating a nonlinear relationship

between the input components and the output score. In deep learning, the tanh activation

function is frequently employed [59]. The result is yj , which is the score of spoke station

j. The model learn a scoring function, yj = f(xj; ✓). The parameters of the neural

network layers are donted as ✓.

In Section 4.3, a DRL framework is used to learn the weights ✓ in the score

network, where the weights are shared among all spoke stations.

As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the factors xj for each station j are (m+1+1+ k)-

dimensional vectors:

xj = (�1j, . . . ,�mj, nj, ej, b1j, . . . , bzj), (4.1)
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Figure 4.2. Deep Score Network. The current factors xj of a spoke station are input;
the station’s score, yj , is output.

where (�1j, . . . ,�mj), nj , ej , and b1j, . . . , bzj correspond to factors 1, 2, 3, and 4,

respectively, as discussed in the Problem Definition (Section 4.1). Below, we introduce

the detail of each factor in xj .

4.2.1. Dynamic Factors

Factor 1. �1j, . . . ,�mj is the rate at which patient requests arrive at spoke station

j, e.g, the number of patient requests in the upcoming hour and the hour following that.

The number of future time periods that are being considered is indicated by m. A

half-hour or an hour might be considered a time span. In terms of the time it takes for

ambulances to travel on road networks, we define an ambulance station j to be nearby

an EMS request if that station is the closest station to the request.

To forecast the values of �1j, . . . ,�mj , we used a ML technique called Random

Forest (RF) regression. This approach utilizes an ensemble of decision trees to predict

the arrival rate. The RF regression model included the date, day of the week, and time

of the day as features.
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The arrival rate was calculated based on the number of requests received at each

spoke station within a specific time window (30 mins). During the training process,

historical data, including the arrival rates and corresponding dates, days of the week,

and times of the day, was used to train the RF regression model.

Once the RF regression model was trained, it is employed to predict the arrival

rate for future time periods. The model takes as input the date, day of the week, and

time of the day for the future time and generates the predicted arrival rate as output.

The performance of the RF regression model was evaluated using metrics such as mean

squared error (MSE), and achieved accuracy of 97.76%.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the predicted arrival rate for each hour of the day. As

expected, we can see peak hours have high arrival rates and off-peak hours have small

arrival rates.

Figure 4.3. Arrival Rate for Each Hour of the Day

Factor 2. nj represents the number of ambulances currently stationed at spoke

station j. This information is readily available from the perspective of the EMS hub in
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an EMS system.

Factor 3. ej denotes the estimated travel time required for the currently available

ambulance i to reach spoke station j if redeployed there. This estimate considers factors

such as traffic conditions. Various methods, such as those proposed in [60]–[62], can be

employed for travel time estimation. In our method, we evaluate the impact of travel time

estimation errors on dynamic ambulance redeployment and find that using established

travel time estimation methods, such as [63], effectively mitigates these errors.

Factor 4. b1j, . . . , bzj represent the travel time between spoke station j and each

occupied ambulance z. Similar to ej , these values are also estimates.

We consider only ambulances transporting patients to hospitals, for which we

can estimate the travel time from the patient’s location to the hospital (thp) and from the

hospital h to spoke station j (thj).

The time at the patient pickup location tp and at the hospital th are constant

(e.g., for patient handover, paperwork, etc.). We are unable to predict the time it will

take an ambulance to get at spoke station j since we do not know which hospitals the

ambulances heading to patient scenes will be visiting.

The travel time between spoke station j and an occupied ambulance z, denoted

as bzj can be expressed in Equation 4.2 and is illustrated in Figure 1.2:

bzj = tp + thp + th + thj (4.2)

4.3. Reinforcement Learning Deep Score Network

In this section, we propose learning the weights ✓ of the score network using a

RL framework [64], [65], which is based on policy gradient [66]. This is because we
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need a labeled score yj given the (dynamic) factors xj of a spoke station j. Thus, no

supervised learning algorithm can be used to learn the ✓.

4.3.1. Reinforcement Learning Framework

The dynamic ambulance redeployment problem can be formulated as an RL

task, which involves five main concepts: state, action, transition, reward, and policy.

These concepts are fundamental in understanding and solving the dynamic ambulance

redeployment problem using RL. We present each of these concepts in the context of

the dynamic redeployment challenge for ambulances below.

State. As soon as an ambulance becomes available, we can characterize the

system status as st. This state st should contain all the data needed to deploy the

ambulance that is currently on hand again. Consequently, the factors of every ambulance

spoke station are included in st.

st = (x1, x2, . . . , xJ) (4.3)

where J is the number of ambulance spoke stations in the EMS system and xj

refers to the factors of ambulance spoke station j as specified in Equation 4.1.

Action. The action in the ambulance redeployment problem is the same as

choosing a spoke station to which the available ambulance will be sent at this time.

Consequently, the current operation, indicated by at,

at 2 {1, 2, . . . , J} (4.4)

where at = j denotes the redeployment of the available ambulance to spoke

station j.
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Transition. Until another ambulance becomes available, no further action is

conducted after taking action at in the current state st. The following state st+1 is

entered by the system when a new ambulance is made available. For instance, let’s say

that the time slot is 7:45 am and the current step is t. At 7:58 a.m., the system will

transition to state st+1 if a new ambulance becomes available. There is no set time

period between two states.

Reward. In the context of the dynamic ambulance redeployment problem, the

reward function plays a crucial role in guiding the learning process of the RL algorithm.

The goal of the reward function is to quantify the desirability of different states and

actions, providing the agent with feedback on its decisions. In this specific formulation,

the reward is designed to achieve several objectives. Firstly, it aims to maximize

the number of picked-up patients within a specified time threshold, ensuring efficient

utilization of available ambulances. Secondly, it seeks to minimize the response time

from spoke station to the patient, enhancing the system’s ability to respond promptly to

emergencies. Finally, the reward function aims to minimize the pre-dispatch time from

available ambulances to spoke stations, reducing delays in providing medical assistance.

By adjusting the weighting factors ↵1, ↵2, and ↵3, it allows us to prioritize different

aspects of the system based on the requirements. The reward function can be formulated

as in Equation 4.5

rt(st, at) = ↵1

PX

⌧=1

Pickupp � ↵2

JX

j=1

RTj � ↵3

JX

j=1

PTj (4.5)

Equation 4.5 defines the reward function for the RL framework in the context

of dynamic ambulance redeployment. The equation aims to quantify the desirability

of different states and actions, providing feedback to the RL algorithm to improve the
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efficiency and effectiveness of ambulance redeployment.

In Equation 4.5, the reward function rt(st, at) at time t is composed of three

terms weighted by factors ↵1, ↵2, and ↵3. The first term, ↵1

P⌧
⌧=1 Pickup⌧ , defined

in Equation 1.2, encourages maximizing the total number of patients picked up within a

specified time frame. This term promotes efficient utilization of available ambulances.

The second term, �↵2

PJ
j=1 RTj , also defined as in Equation 1.1 (RT = DT + tjp),

aims to minimize the total response time from spoke stations to patients. It considers

the constant dispatch time DT and the travel time of the ambulance from the spoke

station to the patient tjp. The third term, �↵3

PJ
j=1 PTj , seeks to minimize the total

pre-dispatch (PTj) time from available ambulances to spoke stations.

The weighting factors ↵1, ↵2, and ↵3 allow for adjusting the importance of these

objectives in the reward function based on the specific requirements of the ambulance

redeployment system.

Policy. In this approach, an action is selected depending on the current states

st using the policy ⇡✓(st, at). The probability of choosing an action at in light of the

current spoke situation st is represented by this policy. For this, a policy network is

used, as shown in Figure 4.4. For each spoke station j, the policy network determines

the score as follows: yj = f(xj; ✓), given the current state st = (x1, x2, . . . , xJ).

To carry out this calculation, the policy network combines the score network

shown in Figure 4.2. Notably, there is only one set of weights ✓ in the policy network,

meaning that various spoke stations use the same set of parameters ✓. Our goal is to

learn a single scoring network for all stations instead of different networks for every

spoke station, which is reflected in this design decision. A softmax function is used to

determine the probability ⇡✓(st, at = j) for each potential action j (spoke station j) after
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calculating each spoke station j’s score yj . RL frequently uses the softmax function,

which may be represented as follows [66], [67]:

⇡✓(st, at = j) =
exp(f(xj; ✓))PJ
j=1 exp(f(xj; ✓))

(4.6)

The likelihood that an ambulance will be redeployed to a spoke station with a

better score is higher. The aim of RL is to develop an optimal policy network (i.e., policy

⇡✓(st, at)) to maximize the rewards received by adhering to the policy, as explained in

Section 4.3.2. As a result, our goal is achieved since the learnt policy network uses the

score network’s weights.

Figure 4.4. Policy Network. For each xj , ✓ = (✓1, ✓2, ✓3) stays the same, i.e., only one
✓ shared by all stations.
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4.3.2. Learning ✓ With Policy Gradient

Objective. By training an optimal policy network, represented by the optimal

weights ✓, the goal of RL is to enable an agent to maximize expected long-term dis-

counted reward by following the policy ⇡✓, given any state s. This can be stated by the

objective function:

max
✓

J(✓) = Es⇠⇡✓
[v(s)] (4.7)

where v(s) refers to the expected long-term discounted reward starting from state

s and following policy ⇡✓. Moreover, s ⇠ ⇡✓ means that state s is sampled following

policy ⇡✓, starting from any random state. In addition, the discounted reward v(s) is

written as:

v(s) = E[rt + �rt+1 + �2rt+2 + . . . |s = st], (4.8)

where the discounted ratio (e.g., � = 0.99) of future rewards is � 2 [0, 1]. The state-

value is another name for v(s) [66]. Furthermore, by applying policy ⇡✓, represented

by q(s, a), we may calculate the expected long-term discounted rewards for all states s

and action a.

q(s, a) = E[rt + �rt+1 + �2rt+2 + . . . |s = st, a = at] (4.9)

The state-action value is denoted by q(s, a) [66]. The relationship between

state-value v(s) and state-action value q(s, a) is as follows, per the definitions [66].
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v(s) =
X

a2A

⇡✓(s, a)q(s, a) (4.10)

Figure 4.5 illustrates the relationship between v(s) and q(s, a). Each action is

taken with probability ⇡✓(s, a), connected with state-action value q(s, a), given states,

by adhering to policy ⇡✓. State value v(s), or Equation 4.10, is hence the probability

expectation of state-action value q(s, a).

Figure 4.5. The Relation Between v(s) and q(s, a)

Gradient. Policy gradient methods can be used to maximize the objective

function [65], [66]. The gradient ofJ(✓)with respoect to ✓ can be obtained by combining

Equations 4.7 and 4.10 and using the methodology described in [66], [67].

r✓J(✓) = E(s,a)⇠⇡✓
[(r✓ log ⇡✓(s, a)) · q(s, a)] . (4.11)

where (s, a) ⇠ ⇡✓ represents the state-action pair (s, a), which is sampled based

on any random state and policy ⇡✓. Appendix A has the derivation. Equation 4.11’s

gradient allows us to update ✓ as

✓  ✓ + ↵ ·r✓J(✓), (4.12)
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where the learning rate is denoted by ↵ (e.g., ↵ = 0.005). It’s important to note that

the goal of this problem is to maximize J(✓). Consequently, we use ✓ + ↵ ·r✓J(✓) to

update ✓ rather than ✓ � ↵ ·r✓J(✓).

4.4. Dynamic Redeployment Algorithm

The policy network functions as an algorithm for ambulance redeployment. Once

trained, it can efficiently redeploy available ambulances. However, its use of a softmax

function to select actions (stations) introduces a degree of randomness. This randomness

aids in exploring more state-action pairs during the score network’s learning process,

enhancing learning effectiveness.

Our redeployment algorithm assigns ambulances to stations based on their scores.

It is activated whenever an ambulance becomes available for redeployment.

Algorithm 1 starts by initializing the weights ✓ randomly and setting the learning

rate ↵. It then enters a loop for each episode, where it resets the environment to its

initial state and samples a state st from the environment. Within each episode, it repeats

the following steps: the policy ⇡✓ is used to select an action at, which is executed in

the environment. The resulting next state st+1 and reward rt are observed, and the

state-action value q(st, at) is calculated. The weights ✓ are updated using the policy

gradient method to maximize the objective function J(✓), which represents the expected

long-term discounted reward. This process continues until the episode ends, at which

point the learned weights ✓ are returned.

Our redeployment method takes three steps to redeploy an available ambulance,

as illustrated in Algorithm 2. Equation 4.1 describes how to first extract the current

factors xj for each station j (i.e., the present status of the EMS system). Secondly, we
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Algorithm 1 Learning ✓

1: procedure L�������S����N��

2: ✓  random initialization

3: Set learning rate ↵

4: Set maximum number of episodes or iterations

5: for each episode do

6: Reset environment to initial state

7: Sample state st from environment

8: repeat

9: Use policy ⇡✓ to select action at

10: Execute action at, observe next state st+1 and reward rt

11: Calculate state-action value q(st, at) (Equation 4.9)

12: Update weights ✓ using policy gradient (Equation 4.12)

13: Move to next state st+1

14: until episode ends

15: end for

16: Return learned weights ✓

17: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Dynamic Ambulance Redeployment Algorithm
1: procedure R�������

2: Acquire every station j’s current factors xj

3: Compute every station j’s current score yj = f(xj; ✓)

4: Obtain the chosen station j⇤ = argmaxj{yj = f(xj; ✓)}

5: return j⇤

6: end procedure



use the scoring network to compute the score yj of each station j, i.e., yj = f(xj; ✓).

Thirdly, we redeploy the available ambulance to the station j⇤ that has the highest score.

In other words,

j⇤ = argmaxj{yj = f(xj; ✓)}. (4.13)

We utilize the DRL algorithm (Algorithm 1) to train the deep scoring network

using the EMS requests from the preceding 31 days, from January 1st 2022 to February

1st 2022. The remaining 20 days (February 1–21, 2022) are used as test data to evaluate

the redeployment algorithm (Algorithm 2) based on the learned deep score network, as

illustrated in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6. Relationship between DRL Algorithm 1 and ambulance redeployment
Algorithm 2
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CHAPTER 5: EVALUATION OF PROPOSED DYNAMIC AMBULANCE

REDEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM

In order to evaluate our dynamic ambulance redeployment approach’s perfor-

mance effectively, we contrast it with several baseline redeployment strategies, explained

in the literature review in Section 2.3, including MCLP, RA,NS,LS,ERTM,MEXCLP

and DMEXCLP approaches.

To provide a realistic benchmark for evaluating the effectiveness of our dynamic

ambulance redeployment approach, we also consider the actual performance derived

from real-world data as a baseline. The actual performance represents the response

times and coverage achieved by the existing ambulance deployment strategy without

any optimization.

This baseline helps us understand the improvement our approach can achieve

over the current system in terms of response times, coverage, and overall efficiency. By

comparing the actual performance with the results of our dynamic redeployment ap-

proach, we can assess the impact and effectiveness of our proposed solution in enhancing

EMS.

The actual performance baseline serves as a practical reference point, reflecting

the current operational status of the HMCAS. It provides valuable insights into the chal-

lenges and limitations of the existing system, highlighting the areas where improvements

are most needed.

5.1. Performance Metrics

Two standard metrics are commonly employed in the literature to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of ambulance redeployment techniques. The average response time (AveRT)
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in seconds for all patients is the first metric. It is calculated as the average of the re-

sponse times of individual patient requests, as shown in Equation 5.1, where P is the

total number of patient requests and RTp is the response time of patient request p. A

lower AveRT indicates better performance of the redeployment method.

AveRT =
1

P

PX

p=1

RTp (5.1)

The second metric is the ratio of patients picked up within a specified time

threshold, denoted as RelaRT (relative response time). This metric is calculated as the

proportion of patient requests with response times less than or equal to the threshold

RTt⇤ (In our experiments the threshold used was 10 minutes), as shown in Equation 7.1.

A higher RelaRT indicates that more patients are being picked up within the specified

time threshold, which is desirable for a redeployment method.

RelaRT =
1

P

PX

p=1

||RTtp  RTt⇤|| (5.2)

5.2. Effectiveness of Proposed Redeployment Method

This section evaluates the effectiveness of our dynamic ambulance redeployment

method compared to various baseline techniques. We conduct extensive simulations for

each approach, evaluating AveRT and RelaRT performance metrics. In our EMS system,

the number of ambulances (represented by I) is fixed at 60, 70, ..., 100.

Table 5.1 summarizes the comparison results for standard ambulances. Our

proposed dynamic redeployment method consistently outperforms the baseline methods

and actual performance from real-world data across different scenarios. For example,
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at I = 70, our method achieves an AveRT of 360.75 sec and a RelaRT of 0.812. In

comparison, the best-performing baseline method, ERTM, achieves an AveRT of 412.0

sec and a RelaRT of 0.810 under the same conditions, resulting in a 12.61% reduction

in AveRT and a 0.25% increase in RelaRT.

As the number of ambulances increases, our method maintains superior perfor-

mance. At I = 80, our method achieves an AveRT of 340.50 sec and a RelaRT of

0.825, compared to LS, which achieves an AveRT of 470.1 sec and a RelaRT of 0.820,

indicating a 27.54% reduction in AveRT. Similarly, at I = 90, our method achieves an

AveRT of 330.25 sec and a RelaRT of 0.835, compared to LS, which achieves an AveRT

of 435.0 sec and a RelaRT of 0.837, resulting in a 24.00% reduction in AveRT.

Comparing our method to actual performance reveals significant improvements

in ambulance redeployment strategies. For example, at I = 70, our method achieves an

AveRT of 360.75 sec and a RelaRT of 0.812, compared to the actual performance of 462.8

sec AveRT and 0.678 RelaRT, indicating a 21.99% reduction in AveRT and a 19.88%

increase in RelaRT. This trend continues as the number of ambulances increases, with

our method consistently achieving lower AveRT and higher RelaRT values compared to

actual performance, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach in enhancing EMS

efficiency and response times.

Additionally, our method outperforms all other baseline methods, including

MCLP, RA, NS, ERTM, MEXCLP, and DMEXCLP, across different scenarios. For

example, at I = 80, our method achieves an AveRT of 340.50 sec and a RelaRT of 0.825,

while DMEXCLP achieves an AveRT of 393.0 sec and a RelaRT of 0.798, resulting in

a 13.36% reduction in AveRT and a 3.38% increase in RelaRT. This trend continues

across all scenarios, highlighting the robustness and effectiveness of our approach in
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Table 5.1. Comparisons with Baseline Methods for Dynamic Ambulance
Redeployment

Methods
I = 60 I = 70 I = 80 I = 90 I = 100

AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT

MCLP 610.7 0.589 571.9 0.619 550.6 0.634 536.1 0.684 524.2 0.659

RA 805.4 0.541 745.9 0.579 717.2 0.596 697.5 0.610 683.4 0.621

NS 770.0 0.586 764.2 0.590 750.2 0.602 744.7 0.607 733.2 0.616

LS 591.6 0.755 520.1 0.796 470.1 0.820 435.0 0.837 413.4 0.838

ERTM 484.4 0.790 412.0 0.810 378.7 0.821 369.3 0.839 363.8 0.843

MEXCLP 488.1 0.782 447.1 0.767 396.0 0.772 379.7 0.811 363.7 0.819

DMEXCLP 500.2 0.779 431.9 0.783 393.0 0.798 370.2 0.820 357.3 0.828

Actual 525.3 0.648 462.8 0.678 438.6 0.691 424.7 0.705 413.2 0.717

Our Proposed Method 400.25 0.798 360.75 0.812 340.50 0.825 330.25 0.835 320.25 0.845

improving ambulance redeployment strategies in emergency medical services.

5.3. Time Efficiency

Our ambulance redeployment method is executed on a computer with an 8 GB

RAM and 2.11 GHz Intel(R) CPU using Python. Compared to other DRL jobs that

necessitate a large number of GPUs, training the score function only takes slightly less

than 10 hours using CPUs. Real-time redeployment of an available ambulance only

takes a few milliseconds after learning the score function, which satisfies the need for

real-world time efficiency.
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Figure 5.1. Convergence of Training. I=70, m=1

5.4. Convergence of Training

Figure 5.1 displays our scoring function’s performance throughout training. It

shows that the training is convergent and that the scoring function can quickly converge

to a nearly optimal solution.

5.5. Necessity of Considering All Factors

This part examines the necessity of including the dynamic factors of every spoke

station into our ambulance redeployment strategy, as delineated in Section 4.3. In order
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to achieve this, we look at several combinations of these factors, as shown in Figure 5.2,

such as 12, 13, 14, 23, etc.. For example, on the x-axis labeled ‘12’, for each spoke

station, only factors 1 and 2 are taken into account, as xi = (�1j, . . . ,�mj , nj). After that,

we train a new deep scoring network with inputs made up only of factors 1 and 2. Next,

we evaluate the scoring network’s redeployment performance using only these factors.

Likewise, the ‘123’ axis denotes that factors 1, 2, and 3 are under consideration.

We investigate several factor combinations in our large tests using our redeployment

approach, and the comparative findings are shown in Figure 5.2. It is clear that optimizing

for all four factors results in the best performances, where at 1234, the AveRT was the

shortest, and RelaRT was the highest compared to the different combinations of factors.

In addition, we analyze the significance of each factor. We initially define

AveRTf =
1

|FAf |
X

fa2FAf

AveRTfa

as the average response time of each factor f . Here, FAf represents the set of

factors containing factor f , such as FA1 = {12, 13, 14, 123, 124, 134} and FA2 =

{12, 23, 24, 123, 124, 234}. AveRTfa denotes the average response time of our rede-

ployment method considering factors fa, for instance, AveRT12 = 415.35, AveRT13 =

556.75, as shown in the left part of Figure 5.2. Similarly, we can define

RelaRTf =
1

|FAf |
X

fa2FAf

RelaRTfa

for each factor f . Subsequently, AveRTf and RelaRTf can be utilized to indicate the

importance of each factor f . The more significant the factor f is, the smaller (bigger)
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Figure 5.2. Performance of Proposed Method Considering Different Factors. I=70,
m=1

the AveRTf (RelaRTf ). As can be seen from Figure 5.3, factor 2 is the most important,

followed by factor 1. This is consistent with our intuition that the two most important

factors in determining whether an available ambulance should be redeployed to a spoke

station are the number of ambulances currently in the spoke station and the arrival rate

close to the spoke station.
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Figure 5.3. Significance of Each Factor. I=70, m=1



5.6. Necessity of Parameter m

We investigate the effect of parameter m, which indicates the number of upcom-

ing timeframes considered for each station, in �1j, . . . ,�mj . Figure 5.4 summarizes the

experimental results by adjusting m and assessing its effect on AveRT and RelaRT. In

Figure 5.4, the x-axis takes into account the various m, and once the scoring network

converges and stabilizes, it obtains the AveRT and RelaRT (y-axis). Several m0s do not

show appreciable variations in our redeployment method’s performance, as 5.4 shows.

It suggests that our redeployment strategy is robust to various m settings.

5.7. Influence of Number of Patient Requests

We examine the performance of our strategy in terms of the quantity of patient

requests at various times of the day. The best course of action for each patient is to

minimize response time by having an ambulance dispatched from the closest station

(based on journey time). But if there are not any ambulances at the closest station, they

have to send one out from another, which takes longer to respond. Thus, we introduce

Ratio AveRT = AveRT
AveRT optimal , which is the ratio of the average response time (AveRT) to

the optimal average response time in a time period (e.g., an hour). The average response

time of patients is represented here by AveRT optimal, assuming that ambulances pick up

all patients from the closest stations. Similarly, we define Ratio RelaRT = RelaRT
RelaRT optimal

as the ratio of the relative response time (RelaRT) to the optimal relative response time

in each hour. The same assumptions that apply to AveRT optimal also apply to the

computation of RelaRT optimal. A smaller Ratio AveRT and a greater Ratio RelaRT

are what we expect. Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between these two ratios and the

number of patients in an hour.
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Figure 5.4. Impact of Parameter m to Our Proposed Method. I=70
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Figure 5.5. Influence of Number of Patient Requests to Our Proposed Method. I=70,
m=1



In Figure 5.5, we observe that during time periods with higher patient volumes,

the Ratio AveRT is notably high. This indicates that many patients are not being picked

up by ambulances from the nearest stations, resulting in increased response times.

Similarly, in time periods with a higher number of patients, the Ratio RelaRT decreases,

indicating that fewer patients are being picked up within 10 minutes. This suggests a

greater need for ambulances during these busy periods.

Moreover, we can explore methods to automatically adjust the number of am-

bulances during different time periods of the day. This could help reduce both patient

response times and the operational costs of EMS systems.

5.8. Robustness of Proposed Redeployment Method

This section assesses the dynamic ambulance redeployment method’s robustness

to different scenarios. We evaluate its robustness against variables including changing

traffic circumstances over time, different ambulance capabilities, and human factors. By

conducting comprehensive simulations and analyzing the method’s performance met-

rics, we demonstrate its ability to maintain effective redeployment strategies in dynamic

and challenging environments. These findings highlight the method’s robustness and its

potential to enhance emergency medical service efficiency under real-world conditions.

5.8.1. Robust to Traffic Circumstances

Travel time estimation can be inaccurate due to time-varying traffic circum-

stances, which can also inject noise into factors 3 and 4 (ej and b1j, . . . , bzj). It is crucial

to evaluate how resilient our redeployment strategy is to these traffic conditions (errors

in trip time estimation). The travel time estimate ej is assumed to follow a Gaussian
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distribution (same for b1j, . . . , bzj); that is, ej ⇠ N(ẽj, (✏ẽj)2), where N is a Gaussian

distribution, ẽj denotes the actual travel time, and ✏ � 0 is the error rate in the travel time

estimation. A lower error rate ✏ for a journey time estimation technique denotes more

precise estimation outcomes. According to current travel time estimation methods, the

error rate ✏ has been reduced to less than 0.15. Specifically, due to ej ⇠ N(ẽj, (✏ẽj)2),

|ej� ẽj| = ✏
q

2
⇡ . According to recent studies, Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE)

= E[| ej�ẽj
ej

|] with expectation E[| ej�ẽj
ẽj

|] MAPE = ✏
q

⇡p
2
< 0.12, resulting in ✏ < 0.15.

| is a half-normal distribution. Thus, we can conclude that E[| ej�ẽj
ẽj

|] < 0.12.

The performance of our redeployment technique under errors in trip time estima-

tion is depicted in Figure 5.6. This figure demonstrates the system’s robustness to errors

in trip time estimation due to traffic. The error rate, denoted by ✏, leads to a gradual

increase or decrease in AveRT (RelaRT). Using the literature travel time estimation

method [61] with ✏ < 0.15, the influence of estimation errors can be ignored.

5.8.2. Robust to Number of Ambulances “I”

This section looks at how our approach works in different EMS systems with

differing ambulance capacities (I). In particular, we study the applicability of the score

network learned under one ambulance capacity setting to other EMS systems with

varying capacities. We use data from an EMS system with I=60 to train a scoring

network, and we test the network’s performance on EMS systems with various I values,

e.g., 60, 70, . . . , 100.

Figure 5.7 presents the outcomes of the experiment. ‘I=60’ scores indicate how

well the scoring network trained especially for I=60 performed. Conversely, as shown

in Table 5.1, the findings labeled ’I=60-100’ show how well scoring networks trained
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Figure 5.6. Robust to Traffic Conditions. I=70, m=1

for the respective I values performed.

From these findings, we observe that the score network trained for I=60 performs

equally well when applied to EMS systems with different capacities. This suggests that

a single score network trained under one setting can be effectively used for various

EMS systems, even across different cities. This demonstrates the network’s excellent

transferability and its potential for broad applications in real-world scenarios.
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Figure 5.7. Robust to I’s. The performance of the score network trained under ‘I=60’ is
indicated by ‘I=60’, whereas the performance of the score networks learned under
matching I’s is indicated by ‘I=60-100’, where m=1.



5.8.3. Robust to Human Factors

We analyze cases in which the redeployment decisions made by our technique

are ignored or delayed by ambulance crews. The disobedience probability probdisobedience

is the chance that an available ambulance will be redeployed to a random station instead

of the location recommended by our algorithm. Similarly, the possibility that an avail-

able ambulance is delayed before being redeployed to the station recommended by our

technique is known as the delay probability probdelay. Within 30 minutes, we assume

that the duration of a delay is uniformly distributed.

Results from the experiment are displayed in Figure 5.8. Because ambulance

workers are usually highly trained in emergency medical services, disobedience is rare,

with a likelihood of less than 1/50. Under such conditions, as shown in Figure 5.8, the

effect of sporadic disobedience on our protocol is negligible. Even when delays happen

a little more frequently, their impact increases gradually as the likelihood of a delay

rises. As a result, our approach shows robustness to human factors.
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Figure 5.8. Robust to Human Factors. I=70, m=1



CHAPTER 6: DEEP SCORE NETWORK AND DYNAMIC CHARLIE VEHICLES

REDEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM

In the realm of EMS, the efficient allocation of resources is paramount to ensur-

ing timely and effective emergency response. While much attention has been rightfully

devoted to the optimal redeployment of ambulances to spoke stations, a critical yet dis-

tinct challenge emerges in the form of managing Charlie vehicles. These specialized 4x4

response vehicles play a pivotal role in providing critical care to patients in challenging

environments and scenarios.

Unlike ambulances stationed at fixed locations, the deployment of Charlie Vehi-

cles is characterized by their dynamic nature, necessitating a nuanced approach to their

management. The redeployment of Charlie Vehicles to regions with anticipated high

demand presents a unique set of challenges and opportunities, distinct from traditional

ambulance redeployment strategies.

This chapter delves into the complexities of dynamic redeployment for Charlie

vehicles management, exploring this problem, while complementary to ambulance re-

deployment, requires tailored strategies to optimize response times and minimize idle

driving costs. By addressing this challenge, EMS can enhance its capacity to respond

effectively to critical emergencies, particularly in scenarios where the circumstances

demand the specialized capabilities of Charlie vehicles.

6.1. Problem Definition

The deployment of Charlie vehicles is limited in Qatar due to their specialized

nature and strategic positioning. While standard ambulances fulfill the crucial task

of transporting patients, Charlie vehicles stand out as a specialized force, providing
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advanced medical care where it is most urgently needed.

Our goal is to optimally direct a fleet of available Charlie vehicles to different

regions in the country to minimize the response time to patients who require critical

care and vehicles’ idle driving costs.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the process of redeployment for Charlie vehicles in EMS.

In Step 1, a patient calls 999, and the EMS hub determines that this is a critical care

case requiring the dispatch of a Charlie vehicle. In Step 2, the hub dispatches a Charlie

Vehicle from the nearest region to the patient’s location. Step 3 involves the ambulance

traveling to the patient’s location, where paramedics provide advanced medical care.

After treating the patient, in Step 4, the Charlie vehicle is redeployed to another region

based on future demand and availability predictions.

Figure 6.1. Charlie Vehicle Redeployment

We assume that the EMS hub tracks each Charlie vehicle’s location (lat,long) and
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availability status and all critical patient requests. We use this information to proactively

redeploy available Charlie vehicles (q0) to regions where it predicts the future demand

and to match Charlie vehicles to incoming critical patient requests that require critical

care.

The geographical service area is divided into M regions and considers K time

slots of length �k indexed by k = k0+, ..., k0 +K, where k0 is the current time slot.

The number of critical care patient requests at the c � th region within time slot k is

then denoted by vkc and the number of available Charlie vehicles in this region at the

beginning of time slot k is denoted by qkc. The index of an individual available Charlie

vehicle is denoted by q
0 . We also define qkk0c as the number of vehicles that are occupied

at time k but will become idle in the c� th region in time slot k0.

To predict the future qkk0c given a set of redeployment actions, we use Fk =

(fk1, ..., fkN) , where N is the total number of Charlie vehicles, to denote the current

location, occupied/idle status and destination of each Charlie vehicle at time k. By

combining this data, we can predict Qk:k+K = (qk1, ..., q(k+K)M), a matrix that gives

the number of Charlie vehicles available at each region c from time k to time k + K,

given the redeployment actions. Similarly, we define the future demand Vk:k+K =

(vk1, ..., v(k+K)M).

The grid bellow (Table 6.1) illustrates an example of the state of idle Charlie

vehicles in different regions over three time slots (e.g. k=1, k=2, k=3). Each row

represents a region (e.g. A, B, C, D), and each column represents a time slot. The

values in the grid represent the number of idle Charlie vehicles in each region at each

time slot (qkc). This grid helps visualize the dynamics of idle vehicles across regions

and time, which is crucial for making decisions on redeployment actions to minimize
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Table 6.1. Grid represent the number of idle Charlie vehicles in each region at each
time slot (qkc)

c k=1 k=2 k=3

A q1,A q2,A q3,A

B q1,B q2,B q3,B

C q1,C q2,C q3,C

D q1,D q2,D q3,D

response times and idle driving costs.

We assume the EMS consists of a EMS hub (dispatch center), a number of

geographically distributed Charlie vehicles, and critical patients. Figure 6.2 illustrates

this framework.

Figure 6.2. Interaction of Charlie Vehicles and Critical Patients with the EMS Hub

The notations used in this section are summarized in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2. Description of Parameters for Dynamic Charlie Vehicle Redeployment

Parameters Description

N Number of Charlie vehicles

M Number of regions

c Index of a region

� 2 (0, 1] Time discount rate

�k Step size

K Maximum time steps

fkn n-th Charlie vehicles state at the beginning of time slot k

q
0 Index of an idle Charlie vehicle

qk Number of idle Charlie vehicles in each region at time slot k

qkk0 Number of occupied Charlie vehicles at time k that become idle at time

k0

vk Number of critical requests in each region at time slot k

vk Number of predicted critical requests in each region at time slot k

uk Number of Charlie vehicles to be redeployed between regions at time

slot k

⌧k Expected travel time between the regions at time slot k

�1, �2, �3 Weighing factors
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6.2. Deep Score Network

Similar to our dynamic score network explained in Section 4.2, Figure 6.3

illustrates the deep score network for Charlie vehicle redeployment. The inputs are

represented by ec, which stands for the current factors for each region c. These dynamic

factors impact the decision to redeploy the available Charlie vehicle. The result is regc,

which is the score of the region c. The model learns a scoring function, regc = f(ec; ✓).

The parameters of the neural network layers are donated as ✓.

In Section 6.3, a DRL framework is used to learn the weights ✓ in the score

network, where the weights are shared among all spoke stations.

Figure 6.3. Deep Score Network.

As illustrated in Figure 6.3, the factors ec are denoted as:

ec = (Vk:k+K , Fk, ⌧k, Qk:k+K) (6.1)

6.2.1. Dynamic Factors

In the context of dynamic redeployment for Charlie vehicles management, several

key dynamic factors influence the decision-making process. These factors are crucial for
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optimizing the deployment of Charlie vehicles to minimize response times for critical

care incidents and reduce idle driving costs. The dynamic factors considered in this

framework are:

Factor 1. Vk:k+K = (vk1, ..., v(k+K)M) represents the demand at which critical

patient requests arrive in the future at each region c. This factor represents the anticipated

number of critical care incidents expected to occur at each region c in the upcoming time

period. It is essential for predicting the demand for critical care services and optimizing

the deployment of Charlie vehicles to respond effectively to emergencies in each region.

This was found using RF regression as done before in Factor 1. Section 4.2.1.

Factor 2. Fk = (fk1, ..., fkN) denotes the state of each Charlie vehicle, including

its current location, idle or occupied status, and destination, is another important dynamic

factor. where N is the number of Charlie vehicles. This information, provides real-time

data on the availability and positioning of Charlie vehicles. It helps in determining the

optimal redeployment actions to efficiently utilize the vehicles’ resources.

Factor 3. ⌧k represents the expected travel time between two regions at each time

slot k,which is a critical factor influencing the decision to redeploy Charlie vehicles.

This factor considers various factors such as road conditions, traffic congestion, and

distance between regions. It helps in estimating the time required for a Charlie vehicle

to reach its destination, enabling proactive redeployment to regions with anticipated

high demand.

Factor 4. Qk:k+K = (qk1, ..., q(k+K)M) denotes the predicted availability of

vehicles to help in forecasting future availability and optimizing redeployment actions

to meet anticipated demand efficiently. Predicting the future availability of Charlie

vehicles at each region c is essential for proactive redeployment. This prediction is
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based on current vehicle availability, redeployment actions, and expected travel times,

ensuring that vehicles are strategically positioned to respond to critical incidents in a

timely manner.

6.3. Reinforcement Learning Deep Score Network

The dynamic Charlie vehicle redeployment problem can be formulated as an

RL task, which involves five main concepts: state, action, transition, reward, and

policy. These concepts are fundamental in understanding and solving the Charlie vehicle

redeployment problem using RL. We present each of these concepts in the context of

the dynamic redeployment challenge for Charlie vehicles in this section.

At each time step k, the agent receives some representation of the environments

state st and reward rt. It then takes action at to redeploy Charlie vehicles to the different

regions so as to maximize the expected future reward:

1X

k0=k

�k0�krk0(at, st) (6.2)

where � < 1 represents a time discount rate.

To define rt, we wish to minimize two performance criteria: the response time

and the idle driving costs.

6.3.1. Reinforcement Learning Framework

State. At a new time step, we can characterize the system status as st. This state

st should contain all the data needed to deploy the Charlie vehicle that is currently on

hand again. Consequently, the factors of every region are included in st.
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st = (e1, e2, . . . , eM) (6.3)

where M denotes the maximum number of regions and ec refers to the factors of

the region c.

Action. The action in the Charlie vehicle redeployment problem is the same

as choosing a region to which the available Charlie vehicle q
0 will be sent at this time.

Consequently, the current operation, indicated by at,

at 2 {1, 2, . . . ,M} (6.4)

where M is the maximum number of regions.

Transition. Until the next time step, no further action is conducted after taking

action at in the current station st. The following state st+1 is entered by the system when

the next time step starts.

Reward. In the context of the dynamic Charlie vehicle redeployment problem,

the reward function plays a crucial role in guiding the learning process of the RL

algorithm. The goal of the reward function is to quantify the desirability of different

states and actions, providing the agent with feedback on its decisions. In this specific

formulation, the reward is designed to achieve several objectives.

rt(st, at) = ��1

MX

c=1

RTc � �2

MX

c,w=1

⌧k,cw · uk,cw � �3

MX

c=1

(qkc � vkc)
2 (6.5)

The first part of the reward function in Equation 6.5, ��1

PM
c=1 RTc represents

the total response time of critical patients in all regions. The sum is taken over all
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regions c from 1 to M (the total number of regions). RTc is the response time of critical

patients in region c for an available Charlie vehicle q0. The negative sign indicates that

shorter response times result in a higher reward, aligning with the goal of minimizing

response times.

The second part of the reward function, ��2

PM
c,w=1 ⌧k,cw · uk,cw, represents the

cost associated with redeploying Charlie vehicles between regions. The sum is taken

over all pairs of regions c and w from 1 to M . ⌧k,cw is the expected travel time from

region c� th to region w� th. uk,cw is the number of Charlie vehicles redeployed from

region c to region w at time step k. The term is weighted by �2, which allows to balance

the importance of minimizing critical response times versus minimizing idle driving

costs.

In optimizing the deployment of Charlie vehicles in EMS, a key consideration is

balancing the availability of these specialized vehicles with the demand for critical care

services. To address this, we propose enhancing the reward function with a dynamic

component that adjusts based on the current availability and expected demand for critical

care.

This dynamic component penalizes the presence of idle vehicles when the de-

mand for critical care services is high and rewards having idle vehicles when the demand

is low. It is defined as the third part, ��3

PM
c=1(qkc � vkc)2, where �3 is a tuning pa-

rameter that controls the impact of this component on the overall reward. This term

penalizes the squared difference between the number of idle Charlie vehicles and the

expected number of critical care requests in each region. If there are more idle vehicles

than expected requests, this term decreases the reward, discouraging idle vehicles. Con-

versely, if there are fewer idle vehicles than expected requests, this term increases the
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reward, encouraging idle vehicles.

By incorporating this dynamic component into the reward function, the optimiza-

tion process becomes more adaptive to the current demand for critical care, ensuring that

Charlie Vehicles are deployed efficiently in response to changing conditions. Adjusting

the parameter �3 allows for fine-tuning the balance between supply and demand for

critical care services.

To find (qkc � vkc), we find the future number of available charlie vehicles: The

number of idle charlie vehicles in each time slot is:

qk+1,c = max(qkc � vk+1,c)�
MX

w=1

(uk,cw � uk,wc)

+ qkk0c

(6.6)

Here the first term corresponds to “leftover” Charlie vehicles from time slot k,

and the second term to the net number of idle Charlie vehicles redeployed to region c at

time k, i.e., right before the start of time slot k + 1.By subtracting the vehicles arriving

in region c from the vehicles leaving region c, we get the net change in the number of

idle vehicles in region c.

The last term represents the Charlie vehicles that come into region c at time k:

the term qkk0c corresponds to occupied Charlie vehicles at time k that will be available

in time slot k0.

Policy. In the context of Charlie vehicle redeployment, the policy remains similar

to the ambulance redeployment policy described above in Section 4.3. Here, the action

of redeploying a Charlie vehicle is determined based on the current states of the system,

represented by st, using the policy ⇡✓(st, at). The policy network, similar to Figure 4.4,

is utilized to select the optimal action for each Charlie vehicle deployment location.
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6.3.2. Learning ✓ With Policy Gradient

In the context of learning the optimal policy for Charlie vehicle redeployment,

the process follows a similar approach as described above for ambulance redeployment

in Section 4.3.2. The objective remains to maximize the expected long-term discounted

reward by training the policy network represented by the optimal weights ✓. The

objective function is defined as:

max
✓

J(✓) = Es⇠⇡✓
[v(s)] (6.7)

where v(s) represents the expected long-term discounted reward starting from

state s and following policy ⇡✓. The discounted reward v(s) is calculated similarly to

Equation 4.8.

The gradient of J(✓) with respect to ✓ is obtained using policy gradient methods,

similar to Equation 4.11, and is used to update ✓ as shown in Equation 4.12. The

goal of this process is to learn an optimal policy for Charlie vehicle redeployment that

minimizes response times and idle costs by updating the policy network’s weights ✓.

6.4. Dynamic Redeployment Algorithm

For the dynamic redeployment algorithm for Charlie vehicles, we can adapt the

same proposed approach used for ambulances in Section 4.4. Similar to the ambulance

redeployment algorithm, the goal is to efficiently redeploy available Charlie vehicles,

q
0 based on their scores, minimizing response times and idle costs. The algorithm is

activated whenever a new time step starts.

Algorithm 3, the dynamic redeployment algorithm for Charlie vehicles aims to
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efficiently assign each available Charlie vehicle to a deployment region, c, based on its

score, regc, computed using the scoring network. The algorithm is activated at the start

of each time step.

Firstly, the algorithm acquires the current factors, ec, for each potential deploy-

ment region. Next, it computes the score, regc, for each deployment region using the

scoring network: regc = f(ec; ✓). The algorithm then sorts the deployment regions

in descending order of their scores: c1, c2, . . . , cM , where M is the total number of

deployment regions.

For each available Charlie vehicle q
0 , the algorithm iterates through the sorted

list of deployment regions. If a region cj has not yet been assigned an ambulance, it

assigns the closest available ambulance q0 to region cj , marks region cj as assigned, and

moves to the next available Charlie vehicle.

This process ensures that each Charlie vehicle is redeployed to a deployment

region that has not yet been assigned an ambulance, based on the scores of the regions,

thus minimizing response times and idle costs for the fleet of available ambulances.

This algorithm is designed to efficiently redeploy a fleet of available Charlie

vehicles based on the learned policy network, ensuring that each vehicle is sent to the

deployment location that offers the greatest potential impact in reducing response times

and improving patient outcomes.

We utilize the DRL algorithm (Algorithm 3) to train the deep scoring network

using the EMS requests from the preceding 31 days, from January 1st 2022 to February

1st 2022. The remaining 20 days (February 1–21, 2022) are used as test data to evaluate

the charlie vehicle redeployment algorithm (Algorithm 2) based on the learned deep

score network, as illustrated in Figure 6.4.
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Algorithm 3 Dynamic Charlie Vehicle Redeployment Algorithm
1: procedure M����C������

2: Acquire current factors ec for each deployment region c

3: Compute score regc = f(ec; ✓)

4: Sort deployment regions in descending order of scores: c1, c2, . . . , cM

5: assigned 0 . Number of assigned ambulances

6: for q0 from 1 to q do . For each available Charlie vehicle

7: Find the closest deployment region cj from c1, c2, . . . , cM

8: Assign ambulance q0 to region cj

9: Mark region cj as assigned

10: assigned assigned+ 1

11: if assigned = q then

12: break . All available ambulances are assigned, exit loop

13: end if

14: end for

15: end procedure

Figure 6.4. Relationship between DRL Algorithm 3 and Charlie vehicle redeployment
Algorithm 2



CHAPTER 7: EVALUATION OF PROPOSED DYNAMIC CHARLIE VEHICLES

REDEPLOYMENT ALGORITHM

Similar to Chapter 5, we evaluate our dynamic Charlie vehicle redeployment ap-

proach by comparing the performance with several baseline redeployment strategies, ex-

plained in the literature review in Section 2.3, including MCLP, RA,NS,LS,ERTM,MEXCLP

and DMEXCLP approaches.

7.1. Performance Metrics

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed dynamic Charlie vehicle redeploy-

ment approach compared to the baseline methods, two standard performance metrics

are used. The first metric is the average response time (AveRT) in seconds for all critical

patients. As explained in Section 5.1 it is calculated as the average of the response times

of individual critical patient requests, given by Equation 5.1. A lower AveRT indicates

better performance of the redeployment method.

The second metric is the ratio of patients treated within a specified time threshold,

denoted as RelaRT (relative response time). Unlike traditional ambulance redeployment,

where patients are picked up, the Charlie vehicle approach focuses on treating patients

on-site. Therefore, RelaRT measures the proportion of critical patient requests with

response times less than or equal to the thresholdRTt⇤ (In our experiments, the threshold

used was 10 minutes), as shown in Equation 7.1. A higher RelaRT indicates that more

patients are being treated within the specified time threshold, which is desirable for the

Charlie vehicle redeployment approach.

RelaRT =
1

P

PX

p=1

||RTtp  RTt⇤|| (7.1)
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7.2. Effectiveness of Proposed Redeployment Method

Table 7.1 compares the performance of various baseline methods and our pro-

posed dynamic redeployment approach in terms of AveRT and RelaRT at different

Charlie vehicle numbers (N ) in an EMS system. Our method consistently outperforms

all baseline methods across different scenarios.

For example, at N = 20, our method achieves an AveRT of 470.10 sec and

a RelaRT of 0.350, while the best-performing baseline method, ERTM, achieves an

AveRT of 481.96 sec and a RelaRT of 0.347. This results in a 2.46% reduction in

AveRT and a 0.86% increase in RelaRT for our method compared to ERTM. Similar

trends are observed for other baseline methods, with our approach consistently achieving

lower AveRT and slightly higher RelaRT values, indicating its effectiveness in improving

emergency response times and number of patients treated.

Furthermore, comparing our method to the actual performance observed in real-

world data reveals significant improvements. At N = 20, our method achieves a notable

21.11% reduction in AveRT and a 20.21% increase in RelaRT compared to the actual

performance. This trend persists across all scenarios, demonstrating the robustness and

effectiveness of our approach in enhancing emergency medical service efficiency and

response times.

Overall, our proposed dynamic redeployment of Charlie vehicles shows signif-

icant improvements in AveRT and RelaRT compared to baseline methods and actual

performance, highlighting its effectiveness in optimizing Charlie vehicle deployment

strategies in EMS. The consistent superiority of our approach across different scenarios

underscores its potential to enhance EMS and improve patient outcomes in real-world

EMS operations.
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Table 7.1. Comparisons with Baseline Methods for Dynamic Charlie Vehicle
Redeployment

Methods
N = 10 N = 20 N = 30 N = 40 N = 50

AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT AveRT RelaRT

MCLP 625.24 0.238 588.31 0.252 566.79 0.265 541.42 0.279 526.80 0.306

RA 809.17 0.244 749.43 0.268 726.84 0.281 709.25 0.294 694.62 0.311

NS 778.72 0.231 774.49 0.275 758.13 0.283 752.71 0.281 739.83 0.301

LS 615.31 0.253 541.92 0.283 491.69 0.289 454.30 0.297 429.79 0.317

ERTM 495.60 0.339 481.96 0.347 477.22 0.348 476.89 0.331 471.23 0.483

MEXCLP 498.75 0.330 486.87 0.305 486.31 0.298 477.56 0.309 474.90 0.378

DMEXLP 511.42 0.312 493.70 0.318 492.48 0.325 479.13 0.327 466.31 0.380

Actual 614.34 0.268 597.21 0.269 580.67 0.273 564.72 0.279 549.32 0.320

Our Proposed Method 484.95 0.345 470.10 0.350 455.87 0.346 442.22 0.344 429.14 0.497

7.3. Convergence of Training

Figure 7.1 shows our scoring function’s performance throughout training. It

display’s that the training is convergent and that the scoring function can quickly converge

to a nearly optimal solution, similar to the results in Section 5.4

7.4. Necessity of Considering All Factors

This section examines the necessity of including the dynamic factors of every

region into our Charlie vehicle redeployment method. This was achieved using the same

approach as in Section 5.5, however using the dynamic region factors listed in Section

6.2.1.

As we can see in Figure 7.2, using all four factors results in the best perfor-

mance, where AveRT is the shortest and RelaRT is the highest compared to the other
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Figure 7.1. Convergence of Training. N=10

combinations of factors.

In addition, we analyze the significance of each factor in Figure 7.3. As illustrated

in the figure, factor 4 is the most important, followed by factor 1. This is consistent with

our initiation that the two most important factors in determining whether an available

Charlie vehicle should be redeployed to a region are the number of available Charlie

vehicles in the region and the future demand at the region.
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Figure 7.2. Performance of Proposed Method Considering Different Factors. N=10

7.5. Influence of Number of Critical Patient Requests

Similar to Section 5.7, we examine the performance of our proposed approach

in terms of the number of critical patient requests.

In Figure 7.4, we can see that during periods of high critical patient volume, the

Ratio AveRT is elevated, suggesting that many patients are experiencing longer response

times due to Charlie vehicles not being dispatched from the nearest region. Similarly,

during periods of increased critical patient numbers, the Ratio RelaRT decreases, indi-

cating that fewer patients are being treated within the critical 10-minute window. This
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Figure 7.3. Significance of Each Factor. N=10
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Figure 7.4. Influence of Number of Patient Requests to Our Proposed Method. N=10



highlights a pressing need for additional Charlie vehicles during these peak periods.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

8.1. Conclusion

This thesis introduces a novel approach to dynamically redeploy ambulances.

The method involves four main steps: proposing a deep score network, training it with a

DRL algorithm, implementing an effective dynamic ambulance redeployment algorithm

and finally implementing a dynamic Charlie vehicle redeployment algorithm. This

approach significantly reduces patient response times. Compared to standard methods,

our approach reduces average response times by approximately 20% (100 seconds) and

increases the ratio of patients being picked up within 10 minutes from 0.648 to 0.798.

As for Charlie vehicle redeployment, our proposed approach reduced average response

times by around 13.3% (125 seconds) and increased the percentage of critical patients

treated within 10 minutes by approximately 11.08%. This demonstrates that our method

can enhance the efficiency of EMS systems, thereby improving their ability to save lives

during emergencies.

8.2. Future Work

We want to use the deep score network to solve additional sequential decision-

making issues in the future, like express carrier, food carrier, and taxi dispatching. We

think that the idea of deep score network learning can also be useful in these kinds of

situations. Furthermore, although we have focused on the redeployment of ambulances,

we intend to broaden the scope of our research to encompass the combined dispatching

and redeployment of ambulances through the use of deep scoring networks. This

cooperative method can be seen as a RL issue with several tasks. We will need to think

about a few important issues in order to answer this. First, two scoring networks—one
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for the redeployment task and another for the dispatching task—will be needed. Second,

in order to allow both scoring networks to be learned simultaneously, we will need to

use multi-task RL techniques. In order to ensure optimal performance, the elements

influencing the dispatching task will need to be carefully considered.
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APPENDIX A: A CALCULATION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION GRADIENT

In this appendix, we demonstrate the process of obtaining Equation 4.11, which

is the gradient r✓J(✓) of the objective function J(✓). Using Equations 4.7 and 4.10 as

a basis, we obtain

J(✓) = Es⇠⇡✓
[v(s)] =

X

s2S

p(s)v(s) =
X

s2S

p(s)
X

a2A

⇡✓(s, a)q(s, a)

=
X

s2S

X

a2A

⇡✓(s, a)q(s, a) = E(s,a)⇠⇡✓
[q(s, a)].

(A.1)

In this case, s ⇠ ⇡✓ (or (s, a) ⇠ ⇡✓) denotes that random initial state and policy ⇡✓

are used to sample states (or state-action pairs (s, a)). The probability of states (or

state-action pairings (s, a)) by adopting policy ⇡✓ and beginning from a random initial

state is thus denoted by p(s) (or p(s)⇡✓(s, a)). J(✓) = r✓.

r✓J(✓) =
X

s2S

X

a2A

p(s)r✓⇡✓(s, a)q(s, a) (A.2)

=
X

s2S

X

a2A

p(s)⇡✓(s, a)r✓ log ⇡✓(s, a)q(s, a) (A.3)

= E(s,a)⇠⇡✓
[(r✓ log ⇡✓(s, a))q(s, a)]. (A.4)

There is a mathematical transformation from Equation A.2 to Equation A.3.

r✓ log ⇡✓(s, a) =
r✓⇡✓(s, a)

⇡✓(s, a)
(A.5)

Equation A.5 is thus valid. There is further literature that contains the derivation [66].
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APPENDIX B: DYNAMIC MEXCLP ALGORITHM

Algorithm 4 Dynamic MEXCLP
Require: Demand di of each demand location i 2 V , base locations W ✓ V , busy

fraction q 2 (0, 1), current destinations dest(a) for all a 2 IdleAmbulances ✓ A, travel

times ⌧ij between any i, j 2 V , time threshold T to reach an emergency call.

Output: New destination for the ambulance that is about to become idle. This ambu-

lance should not be counted as an idle ambulance yet.

1: BestImprovement = 0.

2: BestLocation = NULL.

3: for each j 2 W do

4: CoverageImprovement = 0.

5: for each i 2 V do

6: k = 0.

7: if ⌧ji  T then

8: k ++.

9: for each a 2 IdleAmbulances do

10: if ⌧dest(a)i  T then

11: k ++.

12: end if

13: end for

14: CoverageImprovement+ = di(1� q)qk�1.

15: end if

16: end for

17: if CoverageImprovement > BestImprovement then

18: BestLocation = j.

19: BestImprovement = CoverageImprovement.

20: end if

21: end for

22: return BestLocation.
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